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Abstract. To be useful and widely accepted, automated contact tracing schemes (also called exposure notification) need to solve two seemingly contradictory problems at the same time: they need to protect the anonymity of honest users while also preventing malicious users from creating false alarms. In this paper, we provide, for the first time, an exposure notification construction that guarantees the same levels of privacy and integrity as existing schemes but with a fully malicious database (notably similar to [ACK+21]) without special restrictions on the adversary. We construct a new definition so that we can formally prove our construction secure. Our definition ensures the following integrity guarantees: no malicious user can cause exposure warnings in two locations at the same time and that any uploaded exposure notifications must be recent and not previously uploaded. Our construction is efficient, requiring only a single message to be broadcast at contact time no matter how many recipients are nearby. To notify contacts of potential infection, an infected user uploads data with size linear in the number of notifications, similar to other schemes. Linear upload complexity is not trivial with our assumptions and guarantees (a naive scheme would be quadratic). This linear complexity is achieved with a new primitive: zero knowledge subset proofs over commitments which is used by our “no cloning” proof protocol. We also introduce another new primitive: set commitments on equivalence classes, which makes each step of our construction more efficient. Both of these new primitives are of independent interest.

1 Introduction

In 2020, the COVID-19 virus spread across the world claiming over 5 million lives in two years [Org24]. Countries have responded with a number of measures such as: distributing masks and vaccines, requiring testing, and restricting travel. One of these measures is contact tracing. Contact tracing is the process of discovering who a person interacted with while they were contagious with a virus. This can help inform others so that they can quarantine themselves to stop the spread of the virus. Contact tracing can be performed by interviewing patients who have been exposed to the virus and notifying those who the patient claims to have come into contact with. Automated contact tracing (also known as automated exposure notification) skips the need for an in-person interview, instead, relying on devices to track users’ locations and then notify them if they’ve come into contact with an infected person. This makes the contact tracing process more efficient allowing contact tracing to scale to cover a nation’s population. Unfortunately, automated contact tracing often requires officials to record the locations of users, thus opening up the possibility for governments and organizations to use this data for malicious purposes. Privacy concerns also affect adoption [HMM+21, TN21] and thus, schemes with strong privacy guarantees also make contact tracing more effective. Since 2020, many schemes...
have been proposed [TPH+20, GA20, CKL+20, ACK+21, GKK20] to allow people to use contact tracing schemes (notifying others and checking if they’ve been exposed) while remaining anonymous. A problem emerges when anonymity is added to a contact tracing scheme as malicious actors could use the anonymity provided by the scheme to create fake outbreaks in targeted areas or at events [GKK20]. The fake contacts could cause users to quarantine themselves when they have not actually been exposed to the virus. Automating contact tracing allows such an attack to cause damage on a large scale. This leaves us with the question: Can a contact tracing scheme provide anonymity while simultaneously ensuring that malicious users cannot abuse the anonymity to create fake exposures?

1.1 Automated contact tracing

To give context to our discussion in the rest of this introduction, we first describe a basic automated contact tracing scheme. This basic contact tracing scheme uses a person’s phone to broadcast messages over bluetooth (we’ll call these messages “chirps”). Then, if a user tests positive for COVID-19, they upload all of the chirps they heard (or some function of the chirps) to a public database which others can check to see if they were exposed to the virus. We show this process in Figure 1 which shows 6 steps. In steps 1 and 2, a user sends a chirp (c) to nearby listeners. A user later then realizes they’ve been infected and uploads the chirps they heard (or a function of the chirps) to a database (steps 3 and 4). Other users then check the database (step 5) and if they find that some threshold of the chirps in the database belong to them, they should quarantine and take a viral test to ensure they don’t spread the virus.

In a naive scheme, these chirps can simply be random strings and can be uploaded as-is to the database. Because other users can check if their chirps are in the database, this will correctly notify users who were in contact with others. This naive implementation suffers from a multitude of problems, but gives the basic blueprint for a contact tracing scheme. In this naive scheme, malicious users could upload chirps heard from multiple devices to create a fake outbreak, or inspect the database to link the chirps to bluetooth messages they heard, thus potentially learning who was infected or learning someone’s location. To provide privacy and integrity in our construction, we need to ensure that chirps become unlinkable to any user or interaction when uploaded to the database, while at the same time requiring uploaders to prove that they haven’t acted maliciously.

Upload-what-you-heard Our naive scheme in Figure 1 follows the “upload-what-you-heard” model used by each scheme in [CKL+20], where users upload chirps that they heard. Some existing schemes instead use a “upload-what-you-sent” model where instead, users upload chirps that they sent and users instead check the database for chirps they heard. This model is used by DP-3T, Google and Apple’s contact tracing scheme (sometimes referred to as “GAPPLE”), and ReBabbler [TPH+20, GA20, CKL+20]. Upload-what-you-sent models can be more efficient (allowing for constant-sized uploads with respect
to the number of chirps heard). These models necessarily sacrifice privacy [CKL+20] (with a malicious database). Intuitively, this is because, if an upload is only dependent on messages that the uploader sent, and chirps are broadcasted with no response, any user that can check the database can try different subsets of chirps they heard against the database and use the resulting number of exposures to link uploads to specific chirps. Thus, any privacy-preserving contact tracing scheme (that keeps chirp complexity as a single broadcast) must use the upload-what-you-heard model.

1.2 Attacks on contact tracing schemes

We’ll now discuss a few schemes and attacks that are related to contact tracing schemes. There is a much larger body of work on contact tracing which we reference here: [RAC+20, CFG+20, BRS20, BDH+21, PR21, ABIV23, Van20b, RBS21, WL20, CBB+20, GVhP+22, RBS20, TSS+20, Tra20]. To keep the discussion concise, we’ll only highlight a few schemes and attacks in this section.

Privacy attacks There has been a lot of work attacking the privacy of contact tracing schemes [Van20a, ABIV23, CKL+20]. Some examples are the “chirp attack”, the “matrix attack” (also known as the “upload privacy attack”), the “Sybill attack”, and the “Brutus attack”. The chirp attack involve collecting chirps and linking them together to track users. The matrix attack considers a malicious database that uses data that users uploaded to de-anonymize them (also known as the “upload privacy attack”). The Sybill and Brutus attacks are more advanced and attack countermeasures of the upload privacy attack and so we’ll explain them after an example upload privacy attack in the next paragraph.

Example of an upload privacy attack In Figure 2, we show an example attack on privacy. In this figure, the adversary broadcasts chirps to two different users (step 1). Then, we see that user 1 finds they are infected and uploads to the database in step 2. The adversary can then match what they see in the public database with the chirps they broadcasted to learn that it is user 1 that was infected and not user 2. Ideally, we’d like to avoid this type of attack to keep the uploader anonymous.

One way to mitigate upload privacy attacks is to ensure the database only indicates whether a user should quarantine or not, having users learn nothing more, even when the user is colluding with a malicious database. This countermeasure can be circumvented with a Sybill attack where a malicious adversary creates many fake identities to chirp in different locations and thus learns more fine-grained information by learning which of their fake users is recommended to quarantine. Any countermeasure to the Sybill attack would involve registering users to ensure they cannot create many fake identities. Registering
users introduces a new attack which involves an authority using the mapping between registrations and users to de-anonymize users (dubbed the Brutus attack).

In our paper, we’ll formalize definitions that address these attacks which we call “chirp privacy” and “upload privacy”.

While not applicable to our paper, a common real-world attack [Vau20a] in the literature is against the DP-3T scheme [TPH +20]. The DP-3T scheme diverges from our basic model in Figure 1 and instead follows the upload-what-you-sent model (described in Section 1.1). In DP-3T, a user uploads a single seed which generates all of their chirps they broadcasted during the last week. This opens up an attack (to which all upload-what-you-sent schemes are subject to) where a malicious database owner listens to chirps during that week in different locations and reconstructs a users’ locations for the last week.

**Integrity attacks** Vaudenay [Vau20a] and Avitabile et al. [AFV21] consider the idea that an automated contact tracing scheme could be used to launch a sort of “terrorist attack” where a large area such as a city could be falsely notified of being in contact with an infected person thus needlessly causing them to quarantine. The authors [Vau20a] also propose a solution to this attack. Gennaro et al. [GKK20] explain how a more targeted attack could create fake outbreaks in politically partisan neighborhoods during the weeks leading up to an election to sway the outcome. By targeting a specific neighborhood known to vote a certain way with fake exposures, a malicious attacker could cause those voters to needlessly quarantine during the election, potentially preventing them from reaching their voting location. We can see that our basic scheme in Figure 1 is susceptible to these attacks as the server does not do any checking to ensure that uploaders are honest. Thus, a malicious user could disperse listening devices in areas across a city and upload all chirps they heard.

Another attack is where a malicious device replays and relays chirps to other users. This is known as the “chirp replay/relay attack” [CKL +20]. A chirp replay/relay attacker can listen to a chirp, then duplicate it at another time/place to fool honest users into believing that the replayed chirp was honestly created and including it in their upload, thus falsely exposing an honest user.

Another potential attack on existing schemes is the “upload replay/delay attack.” This is partially described in [ACK +21]. In this attack, a malicious user listens to a chirp, then uploads the chirp multiple times and/or waits to upload the chirp at a later time. Reusing a single chirp for multiple exposures could falsely increase the severity of contacts, cause needless quarantines months after the real exposure, or overwhelm the system with false notifications to mask real notifications. This attack becomes more severe when uploaders are anonymous and existing schemes are vulnerable to this attack [CKL +20].

The most novel attack on integrity that we solve in this paper is the “clone attack” which we discuss in the next paragraph.

**Clone attacks** The mitigation to any integrity attack involves registering users so that the server can verify that the user is acting honestly during chirping and uploading. In this paper, we’ll refer to the authority registering users as the “registration party”. Many schemes [CKL +20, BCK +20] leverage a registration party in order to provide privacy guarantees, such as imposing “upload limits”, ensuring no user uploads too many times per week. Even with upload limits, an adversary could falsely expose attendees at single event. While upload limits stop a user from uploading a massive number of notifications, it does not stop an adversary from using a single device to concentrate a week’s worth of notifications into a few hours. This type of attack could be used to target a rally or a political convention which takes place in a shorter time (hours) rather than the period where an honest user would normally upload data for (days). This attack could be more appealing for an adversary to suppress votes as they would only need to attend a single
event where they know all attendees will be voting for one candidate, rather than patrolling a neighborhood for weeks to find enough contacts to upload. In order to blanket an event with notifications, an attacker would need to clone their registered device in order to use the contact tracing scheme in multiple locations simultaneously, thus we call it the “clone attack”. We describe the clone attack in Figure 3 where (the adversary) is able to clone her device to listen in two locations and upload chirps heard by both devices to notify users in different locations at the same time. This is the most novel attack that our construction aims to prevent. In step 1 of this figure, the adversary listens for chirps $c$ and $c'$ in two different locations at the same time (user 1 is at home and user 2 is at the bank). In step 2 the adversary uploads these chirps, which then expose users in step 3. To our knowledge, the only other scheme that solves this attack while also providing privacy is [ACK+21]. To achieve this notion, [ACK+21] assumes that adversarial devices cannot communicate with each other, which is a strong assumption that our construction avoids.

1.3 Contributions

In this work, we define the requirements for a system that provides the functionality of a contact tracing scheme while simultaneously providing privacy for users and integrity for notifications. We call such a system a privacy-preserving automated contact tracing scheme featuring integrity against cloning (shortened to “PACIFIC”). We also introduce a new construction, “ProvenParrot,” which satisfies this definition. Our definition addresses all the privacy attacks mentioned in this introduction. To make our scheme efficient, we introduce two primitives: set commitments on equivalence classes and zero knowledge subset proofs over commitments. We use zero knowledge subset proofs over commitments to construct a no-cloning proof protocol. By “cloning” we mean the malicious cloning of keys to multiple devices. Preventing the cloning of devices has been studied in previous work [CHK+06].

Threat model and assumptions We operate in a model where we assume an honest registration party. Our integrity definitions are impossible if the adversary has unrestricted access to the registration secret key as then they can register any number of users, so an honest registration party is a necessary assumption for the security we provide. We assume a fully malicious database owner who can corrupt users to learn more information or broadcast malicious chirps. We also assume a semi-honest health authority who verifies that uploaders are infected. By “semi-honest” we mean the adversary can passively attempt to use any messages they see to de-anonymize users, but otherwise acts honestly (i.e. follows our protocol). We note that this is a strong threat model as many schemes leak information when there is collusion between devices and the database [RBS21, ACK+21, GA20, TPH+20].
Out of scope problems  Our security definition does not capture attacks where the database deletes uploaded data. Preventing this attack would require a semi-honest database. Our security definition also does not capture an attack where the database owner creates snapshots to learn batches of information uploaded from a single user. Preventing this attack would require users to mix their data with others’ data before uploading it to the server. This could potentially be added on top of our scheme in future work using a mix net [Cha81, HM20]. Like many other contact tracing schemes [ABIV23, CKL+20], we do not consider privacy attacks on the BLE protocol itself, e.g., using power analysis or linking a bluetooth identifier. Bluetooth protocols (like BLE) often include metadata which is prohibitive to any privacy-preserving scheme performed over bluetooth [BLS19]. Unless phone makers add an option to remove this metadata, any scheme’s chirp privacy will be broken [ABIV23], but we note that even with this limitation, our scheme still retains upload privacy, since uploading does not rely on bluetooth. It is a separate problem to verify that users really have COVID, which we trust the health authority to do. Any data uploaded by users to the database is implicitly signed by the health authority and the uploader.

Time and location  We rely on location data to determine if users have been in contact with one another. Like in [CKL+20], our scheme can utilize location-specific “measurements” like GPS data, background noise, nearby wifi networks, or application-specific beacons. In this case, the measurements are hashed to one value which represents the location of the chirper. These measurements are used in addition to GPS data since GPS isn’t always reliable and using unpredictable data in the area also provides some integrity against users who might try to broadcast chirps to an area without being present there.

Tying attacks to resources  It’s impossible to prevent a user from infecting themselves and going to an event to expose many people there. A real world adversary could also bribe those with COVID to include extra chirps in their upload [AFV21]. Thus, instead of entirely stopping these attacks, we need to instead limit the amount of damage that cheating adversaries can do by tying the effectiveness of their attacks to real-world costs such as paying for a phone or bribing “COVID mules” to upload maliciously crafted batches. This is why we must have an honest registration party, to enforce that registration is costly.

Comparison to other works  In Table 1 we compare our work with similar schemes. Because in DP-3T, the database learns all chirps that uploaders broadcasted, the database must be honest to achieve privacy. We can see that our scheme achieves clone protection without any non-standard assumption about the adversary. Instead, our construction requires bilinear pairings (BP) in order to provide this privacy guarantee. Specifically, our construction uses mercurial signatures [CL19] and subset commitments [FHS19] which both use BP (reviewed in Section 2). By “non-coordination” in the “special assumptions” column, we mean that the scheme assumes that an adversary can’t communicate quickly between their devices. By “DH KEX” in the “chirp efficiency” column, we mean the scheme uses a Diffie-Hellman key exchange. Each scheme achieves chirp privacy (i.e. that an adversary seeing two chirps cannot tell if they’re from the same user) but we contrast these schemes in the “upload privacy” column by determining if they require an honest database to provide upload privacy. In the “integrity” column, “clone protection” means the scheme ensures that users cannot upload chirps that were collected in two locations at the same time. “Registration” means that only authorized users can upload, thus preventing some integrity attacks. A scheme with clone protection implies that it also has registration. Linear/constant upload complexity is in respect to the number of notifications uploaded.
Table 1: Comparison of contact tracing schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Special assumptions</th>
<th>Upload privacy</th>
<th>Integrity</th>
<th>Chirp efficiency</th>
<th>Upload complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pronto-C2</td>
<td>Non-coordination</td>
<td>Malicious DB</td>
<td>Clone protection</td>
<td>DH KEX</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CertifedClever-Parrot</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Malicious DB</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP-3T</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Honest DB</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>PRF</td>
<td>Constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACIFIC (This paper)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Malicious DB</td>
<td>Clone protection</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Paper roadmap**  The paper is structured with preliminaries in Section 2, new definitions in Section 3, and new constructions in Section 4. We prove our construction secure in Appendix C. We define our scheme, PACIFIC, in Section 3.1, defining the protocol and our definition of integrity and privacy including security games. We then introduce the definition of set commitments on equivalence classes (CoECs) in Section 3.2 which we construct in Section 4.2. We then present our construction, named “ProvenParrot”, in Section 4.1 which meets our PACIFIC security definitions from Section 3.1. Our construction relies on CoECs as well as a “no-cloning” relation which is described alongside the ProvenParrot construction. A proof system for this relation is constructed in Section 4.3.1. Our no-cloning proof system relies on zero knowledge subset proofs over commitments, which we construct in Section 4.3.2. We give more details on preliminaries in Appendix A. A proof of security for our construction is given in Appendix C.1. We also prove our other constructions (CoECs, the no-cloning protocol, and zero knowledge subset proofs over commitments) in Appendices C.2, C.3, and C.4 respectively.

## 2 Notation and preliminaries

By \((m,*) \in S\) we mean there is a tuple in set \(S\) such that the first element of the tuple is \(m\) and the second element is another value which could be anything. \(\{(m,*) \in S : A(m)\}\) is the set of all tuples in \(S\) with \(m\) as their first element meeting condition \(A\). Applying a function, \(f\), onto a set of inputs results in a set of outputs. I.e. if \(f : X \rightarrow Y\), then for \(S \subseteq X\), \(f(S) = \{f(s) : s \in S\}\). If a set is given to an adversary, it gives the adversary no information about the ordering of the elements in the set (one can imagine a set as a vector that is shuffled whenever a challenger gives it to an adversary). We use \(r \leftarrow S\) to denote a random choice from a set. For a set (or vector), \(S\), the operation: \(k \times S\) or \(S^k\) defines a new set (or vector) with \(k\) multiplied or exponentiated over each element of the set. By “PPT \(\mathcal{A}\)” we mean that \(\mathcal{A}\) is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm. If we have a vector of values, \(M\) (which we denote with bold font), we’ll reference the \(i\)-th element of that vector with: \(M[i]\). We denote the size of a set as \(#S\). We use \((a,b) \sim (a',b')\) to indicate that these two distributions are indistinguishable to any PPT \(\mathcal{A}\) where \(a,b,a',b'\) are random variables. We use \(\lambda\) to denote the security parameter and use \(\text{negl}\) to denote a negligible function.
2.1 Cryptographic bilinear pairings

A bilinear pairing [GPS08] is a set of groups, $G_1, G_2, G_T$, along with a pairing function, $e$ where $e : G_1 \times G_2 \to G_T$. We call $G_T$ the “target group” and call $G_1$ and $G_2$ the “source groups”. In this work, we use Type III pairings, which means that there is no efficient, non-trivial homomorphism between $G_1$ and $G_2$. The pairing function is efficiently computable and has a bilinearity property such that if $(P) = G_1$ and $(\hat{P}) = G_2$, then for $a, b \in \mathbb{Z}_p^*$, $e(P^a, \hat{P}^b) = e(P, \hat{P})^{ab}$. Our groups satisfy $|G_1| = |G_2| = |G_T| = p$ for some prime $p$. In our pairing groups, the Diffie-Hellman assumptions hold in the related groups, such that for $a, b \in \mathbb{Z}_p$, $(P^a, P^b, P^{ab}) \sim (P^a, P^b, P^c)$. and given $(P^a, P^b)$ it is difficult to compute $P^{ab}$.

2.2 Commitments

A commitment scheme is composed of three functions, Setup, Commit, and Open where Setup takes in a security parameter $\lambda$ and outputs some public parameters $pp$. Commit takes in some message $m$ and outputs a commitment $c$ along with some opening information $o$, and Open takes in a commitment, a message, and the opening information and determines if the commitment opens to the given message. We require both the hiding and binding properties for our commitments. A binding commitment scheme implies that no adversary can distinguish between commitments to different messages. A binding commitment scheme means that no adversary can open a single commitment to two different messages. For brevity, we omit the formal definitions of foundational primitives like commitments and instead refer the reader to [KL14].

2.3 FHS Commitments [FHS19]

A set-commitment scheme from [FHS19] has the functions: Setup($1^\lambda, 1^*$) → $pp$, Commit($pp, S$) → $(C, O)$, Open($pp, C, S, O$) → $\{0, 1\}$, OpenSubset($pp, C, S, O, T$) → $W$, VerifySubset($pp, C, T, W$) → $\{0, 1\}$ where $S$ is a set of attributes (of size $s$), $C$ is a commitment, $O$ is an opening, $T$ is a set of attributes such that $T \subseteq S$, and $W$ is a witness. FHS commitments have the properties: binding, hiding, and subset soundness. Binding and hiding function exactly as regular commitments described above, except that hiding challenges the adversary to distinguish commitments to two sets $S_1$ and $S_2$ and allows the adversary to see witnesses for subsets which wouldn’t trivially distinguish the sets i.e. seeing a witness that the challenge commitment $(C = \text{Com}(S_0))$ contains some value that is not in the other set $(S_{1-n})$. Subset soundness ensures that an adversary cannot produce a witness that a commitment is committed to a subset, $T$, while also opening the commitment to a set, $S$, that does not contain $T$. We formally define these properties in Appendix A.3.

2.4 Non-interactive zero knowledge proofs of knowledge (NIZKs)

A NIZK scheme ($\Phi = (S, P, V)$) allows a prover to prove knowledge of a witness that satisfies a verifiable relationship $R$ without revealing any further information. We use the following notation to describe relations where $A$ is some condition: $R((\text{witness}), (\text{statement})) = 1$ iff $A(\text{witness}, \text{statement}) = 1$. If a NIZK is extractable, a witness can be extracted using some secret information or extra power (e.g. in the random oracle model and/or with some black-box access to the prover). To define NIZKs, we use a definition of correctness, zero knowledge and extractability. These definitions assume the scheme uses a hash function as a random oracle.

**Definition 1** (NIZK completeness). A NIZK scheme, $\Phi = (S, P, V)$, is complete if, given a random oracle, $H$, the following holds: For all $\lambda$, $(w, x) \in R$, $pp \in S(1^\lambda)$, $Pr[V^H(x, \pi) =
1 ≥ 1 − negl(λ) where π ← P^H(w, x).

**Definition 2** (NIZK zero-knowledge). A NIZK scheme, Φ = (S, P, V), is zero-knowledge under the random oracle model if, for all PPT A, pp ← S(1^λ), ∃ simulators SimS, SimP, and SimH with shared state such that if pp_S ← SimS(1^λ), then

\[ |Pr[A^{\text{Sim}_P, \text{Sim}_H}(pp_S) = 1] − Pr[A^{\text{P}, \text{H}}(pp) = 1]| ≤ \text{negl}(\lambda) \]

where O^{\text{Sim}_P} ensures that the adversary has given a valid statement and witness, then gives the statement to SimP and returns the simulated proof to the adversary. These oracles also ensure that both SimP and SimH can receive and update the simulator’s state.

**Definition 3** (NIZK simulation-extractability). A NIZK scheme, Φ = (S, P, V), is simulation-extractable if, for all PPT A, ∃ a simulator SimP, random oracle SimH, and extractor, E with black-box access to A (labeled as BB(A)) such that, when pp ← SimS(1^λ), then:

\[ Pr[V(x, π) = 1 ∧ (w, x) /∈ R] : (x, π) ← A^{\text{Sim}_P, \text{Sim}_H}(pp); w ← E^{\text{BB}(A)}(pp) \] ≤ \text{negl}(\lambda)

In Appendix A.1, we define and describe a protocol to prove arbitrary relations between discrete logs of elements in a cyclic prime order group. We then use this protocol implicitly with Camenisch-Shoup notation, e.g., \text{NIZK}[a : h = g^a].

### 2.5 Mercurial Signatures

The first three functions of a mercurial signature scheme (Setup, KeyGen, Verify) act as a regular digital signature scheme [GMR88]. But a mercurial signature scheme has additional functions (ConvertSK, ConvertSig, ConvertPK, ChangeRep) which allow for signatures, messages, and public keys to be randomized. Randomized signatures remain verifiable for their randomized messages under randomized public key. Signatures and public keys can be randomized independently of each other (e.g. a signature can be randomized while remaining verifiable under the original public key). This allows for the creation of privacy-preserving schemes e.g. if a signature is converted using ConvertSig, no PPT adversary can determine which signature it was converted from, known as “origin-hiding”. A similar property holds for randomized public keys and messages with ConvertPK and ChangeRep) (known as “public key class-hiding” and “message class-hiding”. The ConvertSK function allows a signer to compute a new signature under a randomized public key.

The unforgeability definition for mercurial signatures is similar to traditional digital signatures, but holds over equivalence classes. This means that forgers only count in the unforgeability game if the adversary outputs a message outside of any equivalence class which they have already queried signatures for. Equivalence classes allow for messages to be randomized while still retaining their underlying message. Mercurial signatures define equivalence classes using a relation R_M. An equivalence class is denoted as [M]_{R_M} so that the equivalence classes of two messages M and M’ are in the same equivalence class (noted as: [M]_{R_M} = [M’]_{R_M}) if (M, M’) ∈ R_M. We call a message such as M a representative of the equivalence class [M]_{R_M}, which is the set of all representatives of that equivalence class. Public keys similarly have equivalence classes denoted by [pk]_{R_M}.

The construction of mercurial signatures in [CL19] defines a message as any ℓ-sized vector of group elements \( M = \{ M_1, ..., M_\ell \} \in G_1^\ell \) (where ℓ is a parameter that can be tuned and G_1 is a source group of a bilinear pairing described in Section 2.1). Two messages M, M’ are in the same equivalence class if \( \exists p \) such that \( M^\rho = M’ \) for some \( \rho \in Z \) (each group element in the vector is exponentiated by \( \rho \)). We see that in this case, the discrete logs between messages remains the same (i.e., for M, M’ such that \([M]_{R_M} = [M’]_{R_M}\), \( \log_{M_i}(M_{i+1}) = \log_{M’_i}(M’_{i+1}) \)). Public keys are identical to messages except in the second
source group of the bilinear pairing that [CL19] uses: \( pk = \{ \hat{X}_1, \ldots, \hat{X}_\ell \} \in \mathbb{G}_2^\ell \). We formally define mercurial signatures in Appendix A.2.

We also need a special function, \( \text{Recognize}(sk, pk) \), which operates on public keys from a mercurial signature scheme, determining if they are in the corresponding equivalence class for a given secret key. This function does not exist in the literature, but is clear to construct after realizing that the holder of a secret key knows the discrete log between elements for any representation of their public key.

We discuss mercurial signatures further, providing formalizations, in Appendix A.2.

2.6 Verifiable random functions

Verifiable random functions (introduced by [MRV99]) produce a pseudorandom output on a public input, while verifiably using the secret part of an asymmetric key pair as the key for the PRF. For example, given the output of a PRF, \( Y = \text{PRF}_{sk}(x) \), and a Schnorr public key, \( pk = P^{sk} \), one can be efficiently convinced by a proof, \( \pi \) (created by the holder of the secret key, \( sk \)), that \( Y \) was computed on \( sk \) and \( x \) (without knowing \( sk \)). There are many well established constructions of VRFs [DY05, CHK+06]. We will label the computation of these proofs using Camenisch-Stadler notation, e.g. \( \pi \leftarrow \text{NIZK}[sk : Y = \text{PRF}_{sk}(x) \land pk = P^{sk}] \) and \( b \leftarrow \text{VerifyVRF}(pk, x, Y, \pi) \). This \( x \) can be hidden inside a commitment as well, while maintaining the proof, e.g. \( \text{NIZK}[sk, x, O : \text{Open}(C, x, O) = 1 \land Y = \text{PRF}_{sk}(x) \land pk = P^{sk}] \).

We also describe VRFs using the keys from mercurial signatures in Appendix A.2.1.

3 Definitions

3.1 PACIFIC Definitions

In this section, we provide our definition of PACIFIC. The functions that make up a PACIFIC scheme are described in Definition 4.

Usage At a high-level, our PACIFIC scheme functions similar to Figure 1 where users repeatedly chirp and listen and then upload when they test positive. Users broadcast chirps at a set interval on the order of seconds or minutes. This interval could coincide with the interval in which a device maintains the same bluetooth MAC address before sampling a new random MAC address. In order to ensure that users cannot violate integrity, users must register their devices to receive a certificate which they use in the chirp function. Some trusted party such as a government agency acts as the registration party. This party creates a registration key pair using \( \text{RegPartyKeyGen} \) and users trust this public key to verify certificates. Users generate a key pair via \( \text{UserKeyGen} \) and give their public key to the registration party for registration. Users who test positive for the virus would be verified to upload by a health authority. We model this process by assuming that any uploaders truly have been infected. The infected user would then proceed to compute a “batch” of “notifications” generated by computing \( \text{Notify} \) on the chirps that they heard while they were possibly infectious. They then upload this batch to a public database so that other users can check if they were exposed using: \( \text{VerifyBatch} \) and \( \text{CountExposures} \).

If a user counts a number of exposures higher than some threshold (e.g. indicating they were in contact with infected users long enough to possibly be infected) then they are recommended to quarantine. Users are only meant to upload at most once per “epoch.” This epoch should model the length of time that users are infectious before they test positive, so it should be much larger than the interval between chirps, spanning days or weeks, whereas a chirp “interval” (the time between chirps) is measured in seconds or minutes. In our scheme, a database, labeled \( DB \), is simply a set of batches. A database owner receives batches and appends them to the database.
Definition 4 (A PACIFIC scheme).

A privacy-preserving automated contact tracing featuring integrity against cloning scheme consists of a set of algorithms: Setup, RegPartyKeyGen, UserKeyGen, RegisterUser, Chirp, Listen, Notify, VerifyBatch, and CountExposures.

- Setup(1^\lambda, e) \rightarrow (pp): The parameter generation function takes as input: a security parameter, 1^\lambda, and an epoch length, e, and outputs public parameters: pp which includes an epoch function, Epoch, which is t \mapsto \lfloor t/e \rfloor.
- RegPartyKeyGen(pp) \rightarrow (sk_{rp}, pk_{rp}): The registration party key generation function takes the public parameters as input and outputs a public/private key for the registration party that users trust to ensure integrity of the scheme. The registration party’s key will be used to sign users’ public keys.
- UserKeyGen(pp, pk_{rp}) \rightarrow (sk_{t}, pk_{t}): The user key generation function generates a user’s public/private keys, which they use to register as well as sign chirps and uploads.
- RegisterUser(pp, sk_{rp}, pk_{t}) \rightarrow (cert): This function takes the registration party’s keys and registers a user’s public key resulting in a certificate which allows the user to chirp and upload.
- Chirp(pp, sk_{t}, pk_{rp}, cert, t, l) \rightarrow (c): The chirp function outputs a chirp using a user’s secret key and certificate. This chirp corresponds to the given time and location: (t, l).
- Listen(pp, sk_{t}, pk_{t}, t, l, c) \rightarrow (0 or 1): The listen function verifies that a chirp is fresh (matches the given t, l and is not a replay) and valid (signed by the registration party pk_{rp}). After verifying, the user stores the chirp (and metadata) for a potential upload later.
- Notify(pp, sk_{t}, D, d) \rightarrow (B): The Notify function creates a batch of notifications which indicate to other users that they should quarantine. The function accepts a set of chirps, D. These notifications are related to chirps that were heard within the epoch, d.
- VerifyBatch(pp, pk_{rp}, DB, B, d) \rightarrow (0 or 1): This ensures that the batch of notifications includes interactions in a single epoch, d, and was uploaded by a registered user that hasn’t already uploaded for epoch d. This function also ensures that clone protection was not violated.
- CountExposures(pp, sk_{t}, pk_{rp}, DB, d) \rightarrow (\bot or \lambda): This function allows any user to check a database to determine how many contacts they’ve had with infected users.

PACIFIC security definitions In the rest of this section, we’ll describe clone integrity, chirp privacy, and upload privacy in Defs. 6, 7, and 8 respectively. Our clone integrity definition also serves as our correctness definition as it ensures that the correct number of exposures is counted. In these definitions, the adversary will interact with a challenger through a number of oracles which we describe in Def. 5. These oracles allow the adversary to create honest users (RegisterHonest), create corrupted users (RegisterCorrupt), send their own chirps to honest users (SendChirp), request chirps from honest users (RecvChirp and HonestInteraction), have honest users upload batches (HonestUpload), upload malicious batches (Upload), and control the time (IncrementTime). We describe these oracles in Def. 5. These oracles share some global state. This global state consists of a map from handles to honest secret keys (HU_{sk}(\cdot)), a map from handles to certificates (Hcert(\cdot)), a current time t_{now}, and lists of chirps sent by the adversary (SC) or received by the adversary (RC) which contain tuples of the form: (chirper secret key, listener secret key, time, location). The handles for the maps HU_{sk}(\cdot) and Hcert_{sk}(\cdot) can be thought of as integers. We use the notation HU_{sk} (without an input) to represent the entire set of honest secret keys and use similar notation for Hcert.
Summary of integrity game  In the integrity game (Game 1), we give the adversary access to the oracles defined in the set \( O_{int} \). After the adversary exits, we are left with a resulting global state that records all the chirps sent and batches uploaded. The challenger then uses this global state to create a set of possible interactions (\( PI \)) that we expect to be in the database due to correctness, assuming the adversary uploads every interaction they could’ve been a part of. The integrity definition requires that after the game, the interactions extracted from the database (\( EI \)) satisfy three properties: (1) that users must count no more exposures from the database than what the extracted set indicates (Equation 1), (2) that the extracted interactions are a subset of those possible interactions (in Equation 2), and (3) that the extracted interactions do not violate clone protection (in Equation 3) (i.e. no uploader was in different places at the same time). Using the extractors in this way ensures that the truth (that defines what the users draw their counted exposures from) maps to some subset of the possible interactions that doesn’t violate clone protection. Thus, there exists an adversary that could produce this exact set of counted exposures simply by acting as a number of honest users equal to the number of registrations the adversary makes. This ensures that no user can do more damage than if they were to purchase devices and use those devices like an honest user would. This is a strong guarantee and gives us upload replay/delay protection as well as clone protection since any attacks would require the adversary to act dishonestly.

Summary of privacy games  To prove the privacy of a PACIFIC scheme, we need two simulators: \( S_c \) for simulating chirps, and \( S_B \) for simulating batches. We describe the functions that call these simulators in Def. 5. In both chirp privacy and upload privacy, we simulate chirps in the same way, using \( \text{RecvChirp}^{\text{sim}} \).

In the chirp privacy game (but not upload privacy), we allow the adversary to create a corrupted registration party, ensuring that even a malicious registration party cannot de-anonymize using only their chirps. This means the challenger needs to call \( \text{RegisterHonest}^{\text{mal}} \) instead of having the challenger register honest users itself. The challenger also extracts the adversary’s secret registration key to be used in the \( \text{RecvChirp}^{\text{sim}} \) oracle. In our chirp privacy game (Game 2), we challenge the adversary to distinguish between a simulator and a real chirp. We allow the chirp simulator (\( S_c \)) to know the real time and location, but critically not the identity of the honest user. Instead, the simulator is given a freshly generated key and certificate, independent of the user that the adversary has selected to chirp. We allow the time and location to leak since this chirp is broadcasted locally, so any nearby adversary would know this information.

To define upload privacy we present Game 8, where (in addition to using a simulator for chirps) the upload privacy game uses a simulator for batches uploaded by honest users, \( \text{HonestUpload}^{\text{sim}} \). Intuitively, an adversary will learn the size of the batch, along with the result of calling \( \text{CountExposures} \) using each of their registered keys. Thus, the simulator, \( S_B \), accepts a freshly generated uploader key and certificate along with a set of adversarial keys (with the associated number of times the user accepted a chirp from this adversarial key), as well as a number of random keys and certificates to pad the batch to the correct size. The batch simulator returns a batch, \( B \). The simulated batches are created independent of the uploader’s identity, as well as with random times and locations. Thus the returned batches are unlinkable to any time, user, or location. Passing the adversarial keys to the simulator is necessary to ensure the adversary counts the correct number of exposures. But we omit all honest keys, times and locations. The adversary can learn this data on an honest batch by computing \( \text{CountExposures} \) with each of his or her corrupted identities. This is because of correctness: the batch must reveal the number of exposures corresponding to each of the corrupted users. But, critically, the amount of information that the adversary gets through the simulated honest upload oracle scales with the number of corrupted users that the adversary creates. This ensures that the adversary
must expend resources by registering devices to get any advantage in the privacy game, thus limiting attacks. We also ensure cloned devices can be detected and excluded from the database.

**Definition 5 (Oracles for PACIFIC security games).**

- **RegisterHonest**($1^λ$) $\rightarrow (i, pk_i)$: **Register a new honest user.** Generate a user key pair: $(sk_i, pk_i) \leftarrow \text{UserKeyGen}(pp, pk_{rp})$, and the user’s certificate: $cert \leftarrow \text{RegisterUser}(pp, sk_{rp}, pk_i)$. Return a handle for this honest user, $i$ and the public key, $pk_i$.

- **RegisterCorrupt**($pk_i$) $\rightarrow (cert)$: **Register a corrupted user.** Return a certificate on $pk_i$: $cert \leftarrow \text{RegisterUser}(pp, sk_{rp}, pk_i)$.

- **IncrementTime**($1^λ$) $\rightarrow (\bot)$: **Increment the current time.** Set the global time variable, $t_{now} = t_{now} + 1$. If, after the increment, we enter a new epoch, reset the database by forgetting all previous batches.

- **RecvChirp**($i, l$) $\rightarrow (c)$: **Receive a chirp from an honest user.** Takes a user handle, $i$ (received by the adversary from RegisterHonest), and a location, $l$. If this user already chirped at the time, $t_{now}$ (the current time), abort. Otherwise, compute the chirp: $c \leftarrow \text{Chirp}(pp, \text{HU}_{sk}(i), pk_{rp}, Hcert(i), t_{now}, l)$ where $\text{HU}_{sk}(i)$ is honest user $i$’s secret key, and $Hcert(i)$ is the honest user $i$’s certificate. Add this chirp to the list of received chirps, RC. Return $c$.

- **SendChirp**($i, l, c$) $\rightarrow (\bot)$: **Send a chirp to an honest user.** If user $i$ already listened to a chirp at a different location at this same time, abort. Compute: $\text{Listen}(pp, \text{HU}_{sk}(i), pk_{rp}, t_{now}, l, c)$ and, if this succeeds, add this chirp to the list of sent chirps, $SC$.

- **HonestInteraction**($i, j, l$) $\rightarrow (\bot)$: **Have two honest users interact.** Run $c \leftarrow \text{RecvChirp}(i, l)$ and $\text{SendChirp}(j, l, c)$.

- **HonestUpload**($i$) $\rightarrow (B)$: **Have an honest user compute and upload a batch.** Compute a batch computed by the honest user: $B = \text{Notify}(pp, pk_{rp}, \text{HU}_{sk}(i), S, d_{now})$ where $S$ is the set of all chirps they heard and verified during the game and $d_{now} = \text{Epoch}(t_{now})$. Add this batch to the database, $DB$, and return $B$ to the adversary.

- **Upload**($B$) $\rightarrow (\bot)$: **A batch is uploaded to the database.** Run $\text{VerifyBatch}(pp, pk_{rp}, DB, B, \text{Epoch}(t_{now}))$ where $DB$ is the current set of batches. If this outputs 1, add $B$ to the database, $DB$.

- **RecvChirp**($i, l$) $\rightarrow (c)$: First generate a new key pair: $(sk_i, pk_i) \leftarrow \text{UserKeyGen}(pp, pk_{rp})$. Then register this user: $cert \leftarrow \text{RegisterUser}(sk_{rp}, pk_i)$. Then call the chirp simulator ($\mathcal{S}_Q$) with this new user’s keys, certification, the current time, $t_{now}$, and given location, $l$, returning the simulated chirp.

- **RegisterHonest**($1^λ$) $\rightarrow (i, pk_i)$: Generate a key pair, $(sk_i, pk_i) \leftarrow \text{UserKeyGen}(pp, pk_{rp})$. Call the adversary with $pk_{id}$ to receive $cert$. $sk_i, cert$ now constitute a new honest user $i$. Return the handle for this honest user $i$ (and the public key, $pk_i$).

- **HonestUpload**($i$) $\rightarrow (B)$: First, the challenger computes a new uploader keypair, $(sk_{id}, pk_{id}) \leftarrow \text{UserKeyGen}(pp, pk_{rp})$ and registers this user: $cert_{id} \leftarrow \text{RegisterUser}(pp, sk_{rp}, pk_{id})$. Next, the challenger extracts a set of secret keys of corrupted users ($\text{CU}_{sk}$) with an extractor: $\text{CU}_{sk} = \mathcal{E}_{ab}(\text{CU})$ where $\text{CU}$ is the corrupted public keys provided by the adversary to RegisterCorrupt. Next, the challenger constructs a set containing the secret keys of corrupted users along with the number of times that user chirped to each honest user: $K_A = \{(sk, k) : (sk \in \text{CU}_{sk}) \land (k = \#\{(sk, \text{HU}_{sk}(i), *, *) \in SC\}) \land (k > 0)\}$ where $SC$ is the “sent chirps” during the game and has tuples of the form: $(sender, listener, time, location)$. Next, the challenger generates and registers a random secret key for each chirp that user $i$ accepted from another honest user, yielding a set $K_B = \{(sk_j, cert_j)\}_{j \in [h]}$ where $\forall j \in [h], (sk_j, pk_j) \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(pp), cert_j \leftarrow \text{RegisterUser}(pp, sk_{rp}, pk_j)$ and $h$ is the number of interactions between this user and other honest users: $h = \#\{(sk, \text{HU}_{sk}(i), *, *) \in SC\}$ s.t. $sk \in$
HonestInteraction. The challenger then passes $sk_{t,i}, cert_i, KA, and KH, to the simulator, $SB$, and returns the simulated batch to the adversary.

**Game 1** (Clone integrity game). The challenger runs $(sk_{rp}, pk_{rp}) \leftarrow RegPartKeyGen(1^\lambda)$ and $A^{O_{mal}}(pp, pk_{rp}, 1^\lambda)$, where $O_{mal} = \{RegisterHonest, RegisterCorrupt, RecvChirp, SendChirp, HonestInteraction, IncrementTime, HonestUpload, Upload\}$. When $A$ exits, the challenger uses the resulting global state (including the chirps sent by honest users, $SC$) from the game to determine if the adversary won, described below:

- The challenger computes the set of possible interactions (PI) which contains each chirp emitted by honest users (in the final epoch) paired with each corrupted secret key registered as well as any interactions between honest users. The size of this set is: $(\#$ honestly emitted chirps $\times (\#$ corrupted users $) + (\#$ honest interactions $)$. This set also includes every possible interaction between two malicious users. The tuples in this set include a chirper secret key, a listener secret key, a time, and location in that order. The times and locations are read from the chirps accumulated during the game in the set, $SC$. The secret keys are extracted from public keys during registration using an extractor, $E_{sk}$.

- The challenger computes the set of extracted interactions (EI) from the database (using the extractor $E_{DB}$) which would notify an honest user. The tuples of this set have the same form as PI.

We now check conditions and output 1 if any fail, indicating that the adversary wins. Otherwise, output 0.

1. **Correct exposure count.** Ensure the extracted interactions match the exposures counted by honest users:
   \[
   \forall i \in HU, \quad \text{CountExposures}(pp, HU_{ab}(i), pk_{rp}, DB, t_{now}) = \# \{(\ast, HU_{ab}(i), \ast, \ast) \in EI\} \tag{1}
   \]
   Where $HU$ is the set of honest users and $HU_{ab}(i)$ is the secret key of the honest user, $i$.

2. **Clone protection.** Ensure that no uploader was in two locations at the same time:
   \[
   \neg \exists (i, sk_{t,i}, t, l), (\ast, sk_{t,i}', t', l') \in EI \quad \text{s.t.} \quad ((sk_{t,i} = sk_{t,i'}) \land (t = t') \land (l \neq l')) \tag{2}
   \]

3. **Database contains a subset of possible interactions.** Ensure these extractions are within the set of possible interactions: $EI \subseteq PI$.

**Game 2** (Chirp privacy game). Run $(pk_{rp}, st) \leftarrow A(pp, HU_{ab}(i), pk_{rp}, DB, t_{now}) = \# \{(\ast, HU_{ab}(i), \ast, \ast) \in EI\}$.

**Game 3** (Upload-privacy game).

**Definition 6** (Clone integrity). A PACIFIC scheme, $II$, has clone integrity if there exists a set of extractors, $E = \{E_{sk}, E_{DB}\}$, such that no PPT adversary can win Game 1 with probability greater than negligible for all valid epoch values.

**Definition 7** (Chirp privacy). A PACIFIC scheme, $II$, is privacy-preserving with respect to chirps if there exists a set of extractors, $E = \{E_{sk}, E_{DB}\}$, and a simulator, $Sc$, such that...
no PPT adversary has greater than \( \frac{1}{2} + \text{negl}(\lambda) \) advantage in Game 2 for all valid epoch values.

**Definition 8** (Upload privacy). A PACIFIC scheme, II, is privacy-preserving if there exists a set of extractors, \( \mathcal{E} = \{ E_{sk}, E_{DB} \} \) and a set of simulators, \( \mathcal{S} = \{ S_c, S_B \} \), such that no PPT adversary has greater than \( \frac{1}{2} + \text{negl}(\lambda) \) advantage in Game 3 for all valid epoch values.

### 3.2 Set Commitments on equivalence classes (CoECs)

We can already see how mercurial signatures (described in Section 2.5) could be useful to construct a PACIFIC scheme as public key class-hiding allows for keys to be signed and later randomized so that a verifier can only tell that a user is authenticated and not who the user is. Unfortunately, mercurial signatures give no notion of hiding randomized messages if an adversary is allowed to construct the initial message. We define CoECs in this section to remedy this. CoECs are commitments that are hiding and binding across equivalence classes. Traditional commitments ensure that an adversary cannot produce a commitment with openings to distinct messages. CoECs provide a stronger binding property, class-binding (in Def. 11), which prevents adversaries from opening two commitments to distinct sets of messages as long as the commitments are in the same equivalence class (i.e. one commitment is a randomization the other). This ensures that even if the adversary randomizes the commitment, it is still binding to the original value. This notion of class-binding for CoECs allows them to compose well with mercurial signatures (discussed in Section 2). Mercurial signatures are unforgeable with respect to an equivalence class. This means that, using a CoEC committed to attributes, a mercurial signature enforces unforgeability of those attributes, while still allowing the commitment to be randomized. We also include a property: class-hiding (in Def. 12) which ensures that even if an adversary creates the commitment, it is still hiding after it has been randomized. This allows our PACIFIC construction to be efficient by allowing uploaders to reveal randomized commitments which other users and authorities can verify directly without learning the attributes that the commitments are committed to. Uploaders can then compute proofs over these commitments to enforce clone protection. This scheme uses a relation to describe equivalence classes, which we’ll label as \( R_C \). We label the equivalence class of commitments as \( [C]_{R_C} \) for some representative, \( C \). This equivalence class is the set of all representatives which are in the same class as \( C \). In our construction, we ensure that these commitments are compatible with the construction of mercurial signatures in [CL19]. This means that commitments from our CoEC scheme are within the message space of mercurial signatures and the equivalence classes are the same. We define a CoEC scheme in Def. 9. We define class-binding and class-hiding in Definitions 12 and 11. These class-* definitions imply their traditional counterparts (which are defined in Section 2.2). In Section 4.2, we construct a CoEC scheme in Definition 13.

**Definition 9** (CoECs scheme).

- \( \text{Setup}_{\text{com}}(1^\lambda, s, G) \rightarrow pp \): Initialize the commitment scheme for a number of attributes, \( s \), outputting public parameters, \( pp \).
- \( \text{Commit}(pp, M = \{ m_0, m_1, ... \}) \rightarrow (C, O) \): Commit to a set of attributes, \( M \), where |\( M \)\| = s. Output the commitment, \( C \) (which is also a representation of the equivalence class, \( [C]_{R_C} \)). Also output the opening information \( O \).
- \( \text{RandomizeCom}(pp, C, O; \mu) \rightarrow (C', O') \): Randomizes the commitment using randomizer, \( \mu \), so that \( C \) and \( C' \) are unlinkable but still a commitment to the same set.
- \( \text{Open}(pp, C, M, O) \rightarrow (0 \ or \ 1) \): Use opening \( O \) to verify that \( C \) is committed to \( M \).
Definition 10 (CoEC correctness). A commitment scheme is correct if for all s, λ and attributes M where |M| = s, given pp ← InitializeCoEC(1^λ, s), (C, O) ← Commit(pp, M), and (C′, O′) = RandomizeCom(C, O), the following holds:

\[ \Pr[\text{Open}(pp, C, M, O) = 1] = 1 \]

And:

\[ \Pr[\text{Open}(pp, C′, M, O′) = 1] = 1 \]

Definition 11 (CoEC class-binding). A commitment scheme is binding if for all s, λ and for any PPT adversary, A, then given pp ← InitializeCoEC(1^λ, s), the following probability is negligible:

\[ \Pr[(C, C′, M, M′, O, O′) \leftarrow A(pp); \text{Open}(pp, C, M, O) = 1 \land \text{Open}(pp, C′, M′, O′) = 1 \land M \neq M′ \land |C|_{R_C} = |C′|_{R_C}] \leq \negl(\lambda) \]

Definition 12 (CoEC class-hiding). A commitment scheme is class-hiding if for all s, λ and for any PPT adversary, A, pp ← InitializeCoEC(1^λ, s, G), (C, M, O, C′, M′, O′) ← A(pp, 1^λ) where Open(C, M, O) = 1 and Open(C′, M′, O′) = 1, then C′₀ ← RandomizeCom(C) is indistinguishable from C₁ ← RandomizeCom(C′).

We construct CoECs in Section 4.2 and prove them secure in Appendix C.2.

4 Constructions

4.1 PACIFIC construction

We name our construction: “ProvenParrot” as it is similar to CertifiedCleverParrot from [CLK+20] but requires the uploader to prove properties of their upload (that their notifications do not violate clone protection, are from the latest epoch, and contain no duplicates). We’ve split our scheme into 3 figures (Figures 4, 5, and 6) that group similar functions together, specifically describing initialization, interactions, and uploading respectively. We prove that this construction meets Definitions 6, 7, and 8 (which are similar functions together, specifically describing initialization, interactions, and uploading respectively) in Appendix C.1.

We describe the efficiency of this construction in Appendix B, but to summarize here, we find that our uploads size is 15|G| + 48n|G| + 4|Z_p| + 30n|Z_p| + 4n|range proof| where n is the number of interactions. This ends up being about five kilobytes per interaction. Our chirps total ten group elements and one element of Z_p which is less than 400 bytes. Checking the database only requires recognizing a public key in the database, which only requires one multiplication for each entry in the database. Verifying chirps requires two mercurial signature verifications but can be delayed until an upload is required. Computing a chirp requires only elliptic curve multiplication and exponentiation.

Overview of the scheme In Fig. 4, we describe the initialization of the protocol, with the registration party calling \texttt{RegPartyKeyGen} to generate their keys and users calling \texttt{UserKeyGen} to generate keys. The users then interact with the registration party through \texttt{RegisterUser} to receive their certificate. In Fig. 5, we describe both halves of an interaction (Chirp and Listen). Note that chirps do not depend on the listener, so they can be broadcasted. We continue with the \texttt{Notify}, \texttt{VerifyBatch}, and \texttt{CountExposures} functions in Fig. 6 which allow for a user to notify other users they previously interacted with that they should quarantine. This notification is facilitated through the database. In order to register users without allowing the registration party or database to de-anonymize users (as in the Brutus and matrix attacks in Section 1.2) we will use mercurial signatures. We reviewed mercurial signatures in Section 2. Specifically, we use the mercurial signature construction from [CL19] because it uses the same equivalence class for messages as our
Setup$(1^\lambda) \rightarrow pp$

Initialize three schemes:

the mercurial signature scheme:

$pp_{MS} \leftarrow \text{Setup}_{MS}(1^\lambda)$

the commitment scheme:

$pp_{com} \leftarrow \text{Setup}_{com}(1^\lambda)$

and the no-cloning scheme:

$pp_{clone} \leftarrow \text{SetupNoCloning}(1^\lambda, 0, 1)$

Output $pp = (pp_{MS}, pp_{com}, pp_{clone})$

UserKeyGen$(pp, pk_{rp}) \rightarrow (sk_{U}, pk_{U})$

Generate a mercurial keypair for the user: $(sk_{U}, pk_{U}) \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(pp_{MS})$.

RegPartyKeyGen$(pp) \rightarrow (sk_{rp}, pk_{rp})$

Generate a mercurial keypair for the registration party: $(sk_{rp}, pk_{rp}) \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(pp_{MS})$.

Construct a NIZK proving that $sk_{rp}$ is known: $\pi_{rp}$.

Output $(sk_{rp}, pk_{rp})$ where $\pi_{rp}$ is implicitly part of the public key.

RegisterUser$(pp, sk_{rp}, pk_{U}) \rightarrow (cert)$

Sign $pk_{U}$ with $sk_{rp}$: $\sigma \leftarrow \text{Sign}(sk_{rp}, pk_{U})$ and return $\sigma$ as the certificate, $cert$.

The user also proves that they know $sk_{U}$.

Figure 4: ProvenParrot construction - Initialization

commitments (discussed in Section 4.2). We will use the chains of mercurial signatures (similar to the anonymous credential construction in [CL19]) to allow registered users to sign commitments to the current time and location for chirping, thus preventing Sybil and relay/replay attacks, while also randomizing users’ signatures so that they cannot be de-anonymized. We implicitly use mirrored mercurial signature schemes like in [CL19] to allow the registration party to sign user keys while at the same time allowing those user keys to sign further messages. In RegisterUser (Fig. 4), the registration party will use their key $(sk_{rp}, pk_{rp})$ to sign the user’s key $(sk_{U}, pk_{U})$, yielding a certificate $(cert)$ with the function Sign. To chirp (function Chirp in Fig. 5) a user will randomize their key and certificate with ChangeRep and ConvertSK, yielding $sk_{U}', pk_{U}', cert'$. We use $\mathbb{Z}_p$ as the randomization space from which $\rho$ (and other randomizers) are drawn from as this is the randomization space used in [CL19]. The user then creates a CoEC to the current time $(t)$, location $(l)$, and epoch $(d)$ along with a random nonce $(r)$ yielding commitment $C$ and opening $O$. The user then signs this commitment with their randomized mercurial secret key $sk_{U}'$ using Sign, yielding signature $\sigma_c$. The user then combines all of this information into a “chirp” which they can then broadcast. This creates a chain of keys and signatures $(pk_{rp}, pk_{U}', cert', \sigma_c)$ such that a listener can use $cert'$ to ensure that the chirper (known to the listener by $pk_{U}'$) is registered and then use $\sigma_c$ to verify that this registered chirper signed the commitment $C$. The listener can then use the opening information $O$ to verify that this commitment opens to the current time, location, and epoch. The listener then remembers the commitment $C$, opening $O$, signature $\sigma_c$, chirper key $pk_{U}'$, and attributes $t, l, d, r$ for possibly notifying them later in an upload. If a user determines they were infected, they iterate over the keys, commitments, and attributes they heard in the last epoch (week) and randomize them to ensure they cannot be used to de-anonymize the uploader. They also compute a proof over the commitments to prove to the other users that their batch does not include any attacks on integrity such as replay or clone attacks. Other users will then download the database, verify the proofs, and count their number of exposures in the database. This process is described in Fig. 6.

Preventing multiple batches from the same user We want to prevent uploaders from uploading multiple times. Naively, with mercurial signatures, this poses a problem as
Compute the current epoch:
\[ d \leftarrow \text{Epoch}(t) \]
Randomize credentials and keys:
\[ \rho \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p^* \]
\( (pk_{U'}, cert') \leftarrow \text{ChangeRep}(pk_{rp}, pk_{U}, cert, \rho) \)
\( sk_{U'} \leftarrow \text{ConvertSK}(sk_{U}, \rho) \)
Commit to time, location, epoch, and a nonce:
\[ r \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p^* \]
\( C, O = \text{Commit}(pp_{Com}, (t, l, d, r)) \)
Sign the commitment:
\[ \sigma_c \leftarrow \text{Sign}(sk_{U'}, C) \]
\( c = (pk_{U'}, cert', C, O, \sigma_c, r) \)

Listen:\n\[ \text{Listen}(pk_{rp}, t, l, c, S) \rightarrow S \]
Parse \( c \) as \( (pk_{U'}, cert', C, O, \sigma_c, r) \)
\[ d = \text{Epoch}(t) \]
Verify commitment and chirper’s key
if \( \text{Open}(pp_{Com}, C, (t, l, d, r), O) = 1 \)
\[ \land \text{Verify}(pk_{rp}, pk_{U'}', cert') = 1 \]
\[ \land \text{Verify}(pk_{U'}, C, \sigma_c) = 1 \] then
\( S = S \cup \{(t, l, d, r, C, O, pk_{U'}, \sigma_c)\} \)

Figure 5: ProvenParrot construction - Interaction

uploaders can simply randomize their pseudonym, potentially allowing them to upload multiple batches in the same epoch. We solve this problem using verifiable random functions (VRFs) [MRV99] (reviewed in Section 2). This allows an uploader to compute a pseudorandom function of the current epoch (\( d = \text{Epoch}(t_{now}) \)) using a VRF key derived from the user’s secret key which remains constant across all pseudonyms, \( Y = \text{PRF}_{sk_{U}}(d) \).

We ensure that the key used for the VRF across all representations of a user’s public key is constant using a technique described in Appendix A.2. This ensures that even if a malicious uploader randomizes their public key to upload another batch in the same epoch, then if the proof \( \pi_Y \) verifies, then \( Y \) will match the existing \( Y \) for the previously uploaded batch. Thus, if a user only uploads at most once per epoch (as honest users do) the output will look random as this is only time they will never recompute the VRF on this epoch.

Randomizing uploads An honest uploader will randomize their key and certificate in a batch. They will also randomize every chirp they heard to create the list of notifications. This is where we use CoECs which we describe in Section 3.2. CoECs (or set commitments on equivalence classes) are designed to be randomized over the same equivalence classes as mercurial signatures. This ensures that their hiding and binding properties hold when randomized to verify with a similarly randomized signature and public key. Randomizing in this way allows for a checker of the database to recognize their own public key using the function \( \text{Recognize} \) and verify their own signature but prevents them from linking the commitment to any time, location, or specific chirp. If we use the mercurial signature construction from [CL19], the message equivalence class will match the equivalence class for our commitments, ensuring that calling \( \text{ChangeRep} \) on \( C \) has the same effect as calling \( \text{RandomizeCom} \) on \( C \).

Preventing integrity attacks The uploader will also create a proof that they did not violate clone protection. Naively, in quadratic size relative to the number of chirps, proving the batch does not contain a clone can be done with a NIZK for each pair of commitments proving that the uploader knows the opening and that each pair of attributes does not have the same time at different locations. We introduce zero knowledge subset proofs over
Notify\((pk_{rp}, sk_{UL}, S, d) \rightarrow B\)

Randomize the uploader key:
\[
\psi \leftarrow Z_p
\]
\[
(pk'_i, cert') \leftarrow \text{ChangeRep}(pk_{rp}, pk_{UL}, cert; \psi)
\]
\[
(sk'_i) \leftarrow \text{ConvertSK}(sk_{UL}; \psi)
\]
Compute a VRF for this epoch:
\[
Y = \text{PRF}_{sk'_{UL}}(d)
\]
Compute a proof for this VRF:
\[
\pi_Y = \text{NIZK}[sk'_{UL} : Y = \text{PRF}_{sk'_{UL}}(d)]
\]
\[
\land (pk'_i, sk'_i) \in \text{KeyGen}(pp)
\]
Iterate over heard chirps:
\[
\forall(t, l, d, r), C, O, pk_i, \sigma_i \in S:\n\]
Randomize the chirp and key:
\[
\mu \leftarrow Z_p
\]
\[
O^* = O \ast \mu
\]
\[
(C^*, \sigma^*_i) \leftarrow \text{ChangeRep}(pk_{UL}, C, \sigma_i; \mu)
\]
\[
\rho \leftarrow Z_p
\]
\[
\sigma^*_i = \text{ConvertSig}(pk_{UL}, C^*, \sigma_i, \rho)
\]
\[
(pk_i^*, \sigma_i^*) = \text{ConvertPK}(pk_i^*, \rho)
\]
Prove properties of the batch:
\[
\pi_{clone} = \text{ProveNoCloning}(pp_{clone}, \{C^*_t, O^*_t, (t, l, d, r_t) \in \{0, 1\} \})
\]
\[
S^* = \{C_t^*, pk_t^*, \sigma_t^* \} \in \{0, 1\}^{|S|}
\]
\[
B = (Y, \pi_Y, pk_{UL}, \sigma_i, \pi_{clone}, S^*)
\]

\[
\text{VerifyBatch}(pk_{rp}, DB, B, d_{now}) \rightarrow e
\]

Parse \(B\) as \((Y, \pi_Y, pk_{UL}, \sigma_i, \pi_{clone}, S^*)\)

if \(\text{Verify}(pk_{rp}, pk_{UL}, cert') = 0\)

\[
\forall \text{VerifyNoCloning}(pp, B, d_{now}, \pi_{clone}) = 0
\]
then return \(\bot\)

\[
\forall B^t \in DB
\]

Parse \(B^t\) as \((Y^t, \pi_Y^t, pk_{UL}^t, \sigma_i^t, \pi_{clone}^t, S^t)\)

if \(Y = Y^t\) then return \(\bot\)

\[
\text{CountExposures}(pk_{rp}, sk_{UL}, DB, d_{now}) \rightarrow e
\]

Iterate through each batch \(B\)

in the database \(DB\)

\(e = 0\)

\[
\forall B \in DB
\]

Parse \(B\) as \((Y, \pi_Y, pk_{UL}, \sigma_i, \pi_{clone}, S^*)\)

\[
\forall (C^*, pk_{UL}^*, \sigma_i^*) \in S^*
\]

if \(\text{Recognize}(pp_{MS}, sk_{UL}, pk_{UL}^*)\)

\[
\land \text{Verify}(pp_{MS}, pk_{UL}^*, C^*, \sigma_i^*)
\]
then \(e = e + 1\)

return \(e\)

Figure 6: ProvenParrot construction - Upload

commitments (zk-SPoCs) in Section 4.3.2 to reduce this to a linear complexity. These subset proofs are used in our “no cloning” proof scheme in Section 4.3.1. The uploader then combines all proofs, signatures, commitments (discarding the openings) and public keys in a batch to send to the database.

While checking the database (in functions \text{VerifyBatch} and \text{CountExposures}), a user will first verify that the uploader was registered using \text{Verify}(pk_{rp}, pk_{UL}^t, cert'). They will then verify each VRF output, \(Y\) to ensure that this matches \(pk_{UL}^t\) and that no identical \(Y\) appears in any other batch in the database. They will then verify the proof of clone protection in each batch and count the number of public keys they recognize as their own in the database with verifying signatures on a commitment. This number is exactly the number of times that the user was exposed and will indicate the user’s risk factor, possibly suggesting that they quarantine.

As part of our construction, we need a NIZK to prove that a batch is correct. This requires us to prove relations over all of the attributes to which the commitments in the batch are committed to. Specifically, we need to prove that this batch doesn’t include two commitments whose attributes indicate the uploader was in different places at the same time. We also need to prove that each nonce is unique and that each time is in the correct epoch. Formally, this relation is defined as:
We'll call them “bases”. Then, given a vector of messages, and the CoECs are hiding. The mercurial signature scheme is class and origin hiding, the NIZKs are zero knowledge, and the CoECs are binding.

Theorem 6) assuming that the underlying schemes are secure. Specifically, we assume that the mercurial signature scheme is unforgeable, the NIZKs are simulation-extractable, and the CoECs are binding.

The ProvenParrot scheme described in Fig. 4 has clone integrity (meeting Theorem 1).

The ProvenParrot scheme described in Fig. 4 is chirp-private (meeting Theorem 2).

The ProvenParrot scheme described in Fig. 4 is upload-private (meeting Theorem 3).

4.2 Set commitments on equivalence classes (CoEC) construction

Here we construct a scheme which satisfies the definitions in Section 3.2.

CoEC scheme intuition In InitializeCoEC, we generate a number of random points (we’ll call them “bases”). Then, given a vector of messages, M, a committer will construct a commitment (C) composed of two group elements such that the discrete log between the group elements is dependent on the messages as well as the discrete log of the random points. Because the discrete log between the elements of the commitment is dependent on the discrete log of the bases generated in setup, we will see that an attempt to forge or distinguish commitments reduces to the computational and decisional Diffie-Hellman problems in the proofs in Appendix C.2. Because mercurial signatures use type III bilinear pairings, a hash function exists for at least one of the bilinear groups [GPS08, Cos12]. Thus, in practice, we can create these random bases verifiably using the hash function. Though we can also use a CRS to generate these.

Definition 13 (CoEC construction). A commitment scheme on equivalence classes has the following functions:

- InitializeCoEC(1^λ, 1^r) → pp: Compute pairs of random points: (A, B_0, B_1, ..., B_{s−1}) ← (G_1)^s. Output these points as pp.
- Commit(pp, M) → (C, O): Let M = {m_0, m_1, ..., m_{s−1}}. Generate a random μ ← Z_p. Compute a vector of size 2: C = (C_0, C_1), C_0 = A^μ and C_1 = \prod_{i=0}^{s−1} B_i \mu^{m_i} and O = μ.
- RandomizeCom(pp, C, O; μ): C’ = C^μ, O’ = μ * O. If μ is omitted, it is sampled randomly from Z_p.
- Open(pp, C, M, O): Compute C’ = Commit(pp, M; O). Ensure that C’ = C.

We prove Theorem 4 in Appendix C.2.
Theorem 4. The CoEC scheme in Definition 13 is correct, origin-hiding, binding, and hiding as defined in Definitions 10, 11, 12, and Section 2.2 as long as the DDH and CDH assumptions (from Section 2) holds in the underlying bilinear pairing.

There may be other constructions of CoECs for other equivalence classes or that provide other functionalities or efficiencies. Messages from [FHS19, CL19] could theoretically be considered a CoEC for high-entropy attributes (similar to how public keys can be considered "commitments" to secret keys). In our PACIFIC construction, our attributes are high-entropy, so we cannot simply use the messages classes from [FHS19, CL19] and instead need this more secure construction.

4.3 ZKP for batch uploads

4.3.1 Clone protection for a set of commitments to vectors of attributes

To construct our scheme such that we can detect clones, we’ll need to prove certain properties of the user’s uploaded batch, i.e. we need to prove the relation in Eq. 4 in Section 4.1. A batch will include signed commitments to attributes of transactions. These attributes are time, location, epoch, and a random nonce unique to each contact. Labeling these values, a batch will contain commitments to vectors of messages \( \{M_i\} \) such that \( M_i[\text{idx}] \) is the time of the contact, \( M_i[\text{idx}] \) is the location, \( M_i[\text{idx}] \) is the epoch, and \( M_i[\text{idx}] \) is the nonce (this notation is described in Section 2). These indices can be arbitrary integers as long as they are consistent across the scheme. Thus, to prevent cloning, we need to prove that, across a batch, no two attribute vectors in the set have the same time value at a different location value. Proving this ensures that the device was not cloned to be used in two different locations. We also need to prove that the epoch is correct with respect to the current epoch (remember, the epoch is a longer period of time than an interval length and no honest user would upload twice in one epoch). Because the commitments of chirps include the epoch, we do not need to prove computation of the epoch function, Epoch\((t)\), in zero knowledge, thus avoiding costly range proofs. And lastly, we need to prove that each nonce is distinct (thus, proving that the user did not duplicate any contacts).

Thus, in this section, we construct a proof of the relation in Eq. 4.

Proving this relation trivially, we can see that it would take communication quadratic in \( n \) as we need to compare each possible pair of attribute vectors. To prove this in linear time, we find that a NIZK scheme of the following relation is useful: \( R_C = \{ (\{A_i, O_i, L_i\}_{i \in [n]}, \{B_i, P_i, M_i\}_{i \in [n]}), (A_i, B_i) \} = 1 \) if \( \forall i \in [n], \text{Open}(A_i, L_i, O_i) = 1 \) and \( \forall i \in [n], \text{Open}(B_i, P_i, M_i) = 1 \) and \( \forall i \in [n], \exists j \in [m] \text{ s.t. } L_i = M_j \). The last condition \( \forall i \in [n], \exists j \in [m] \text{ s.t. } L_i = M_j \) represents a subset condition with the set \( \{L_i\}_{i \in [n]} \) being a subset of \( \{M_i\}_{i \in [m]} \). We write this explicitly without the \( \subset \) operator for clarity as \( \{A_i, O_i, L_i\}_{i \in [n]} \) may contain duplicate \( L_i \)’s which still need to be proven to be openable.

We construct this NIZK in Section 4.3.2, calling the scheme a zero knowledge subset proof over commitments (zk-SPoC). We label the functions of the proof scheme for \( R_C \) as \( \{\text{InitZKSPoC, ProveSubset, VerifySubset}\} \).

With our description of \( R_C \), we are ready to construct our NIZK for relation \( R \) in Fig. 7.

Theorem 5. The construction in Fig. 7 is complete with respect to definition 1 and relation \( R \).

Theorem 6. The construction in Fig. 7 is zero knowledge with respect to definition 2 and relation \( R \) as long as eqrep and zk-SPoCs are zero knowledge.

Theorem 7. The construction in Fig. 7 is simulation-extractable with respect to definition 3 and relation \( R \) as long as eqrep and zk-SPoCs are simulation extractable.
We prove Theorems 5, 6, and 7 in Appendix C.3.

4.3.2 Zero knowledge subset proofs over commitments (zk-SPoCs) construction

In this section we construct a scheme to prove the relation:
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• SetupNoCloning($1^\lambda, pp_{\text{com}}, t, l$) ⇒ pp: Initialize a zk-SPoC scheme for relation $R_C$: $pp_{\text{SPoC}} = \text{InitZKSPoC}(1^\lambda)$. Initialize a VRF scheme: $pp_{\text{VRF}}$. Output $pp = (pp_{\text{VRF}}, pp_{\text{SPoC}}, pp_{\text{com}}, t, l$).

• ProveNoCloning($pp, \{C_i, O_i, M_i\}_{i \in [n]}$) → $\pi$: We split the computation of this proof up into three separate relations:

1. To prove the $(\forall i \in [n], \text{Open}(C_i, \{t_i, l_i, d_i, r_i\}, O_i) = 1 \wedge d_i = d)$ part of the relation, $R$, the prover first proves that they can open all $C_i$ and then proves that each $d_i = d$ in zero knowledge, yielding NIZK proof, $\pi_d$.

2. To prove that $\forall i, j \in [n], (r_i \neq r_j)$, the prover computes a random VRF key pair, $k \leftarrow \mathcal{Z}_p$, $K = P_k^i$ and then computes VRF outputs and proofs: $\forall i \in [n], Y_{r,i} = \text{PRF}_k(r_i)$ and $\pi_{r,i} = \text{NIZK}[r_i, O_i : \text{Open}(C_i, \{t_i, l_i, d_i, r_i\}, O_i) = 1]$. They then prove this relation correct where $\{M_i, M_i'\}_{i \in [n]}$ are the messages to which the commitments $\{C'_i, C_i\}_{i \in [n]}$ are committed. This yields the proof $\pi_{r,i}$ which can be constructed using $\text{eqrep}$ described in Appendix A.1. The prover then computes a set of vectors, $\{L'_i\}_{i \in [m]}$, containing all distinct vectors in $[M'_i]_{i \in [n]}$. The prover then pads $[L'_i]_{i \in [m]}$ with vectors of random values so that its length is the same as $[M'_i]_{i \in [n]}$, resulting in a set of vectors, $\{L'_i\}_{i \in [n]}$. Commit to $\{L'_i\}_{i \in [m]}$, yielding, $\{\text{Com}_{\text{idx}}(L'_i)\}_{i \in [n]}$. Compute $\pi_{C} = \text{ProveSubset}(\{C'_i, C_i, M'_i, M_i, B'_i, B_i, L'_i\}_{i \in [n]})$ using the zk-SPoC scheme described in Section 4.3.2. Next, the prover computes a second key pair for the VRF scheme $(k', K')$ and iterates through the commitments, $\{B'_i, L'_i, P'_i\}_{i \in [n]}$, and computes a VRF on each of the time values in each vector $L_i$: $\{Y_{t,i} = \text{PRF}_{k'}(L_i[\text{idx}])\}_{i \in [n]}$ along with a proof that the VRF is correct with respect to $B_i$ and $K'$: $\{\pi_{t,i} = \text{NIZK}[L_i, P_i, k': \text{Open}(B_i, L_i, P_i) = 1] \wedge Y_{t,i} = \text{PRF}_{k'}(L_i[\text{idx}]) \wedge K' = P_k^i\}_{i \in [n]}$.

Finally, the prover outputs all of their proofs along with new commitments, VRF outputs, and public keys: $\pi = (\pi_d, K, \{Y_{r,i}, \pi_{r,i}\}_{i \in [n]}, \pi_{t,i}, \{C'_i, B'_i\}_{i \in [n]}, \pi_{C}, K', \{Y_{t,i}, \pi_{t,i}\}_{i \in [n]}$. Ensure that $\text{VerifySubset}(pp, \{C'_i\}_{i \in [n]}, \{B'_i\}_{i \in [n]}, \{\pi'\}_{i \in [n]}, \pi_{C}) = 1$. Verify all other proofs in $\pi$. Iterate through $\{Y_{r,i}, Y_{t,i}\}_{i \in [n]}$ and verify that $\forall i, j \in [n], (i = j \vee (Y_{r,i} \neq Y_{r,j} \wedge Y_{t,i} \neq Y_{t,j}))$.

1 Sampling these random values from an exponential space ensures that there is a negligible probability of collisions with existing values in vectors.

Figure 7: Clone protection scheme
• **InitZKSPoC**($1^\lambda$) → ($pp$): Initialize a commitment scheme with efficient subset openings, $pp_{com}$. Output $pp = pp_{com}$.

• **ProveSubset**($pp$, \{($A_i, O_i, L_i$), ($B_i, P_i, M_i$)\}$_{i \in [n]}$) → ($\pi$):
  1. First, create new FHS commitments, $A'_i, B'_i$, to $L'_i = c(L_i)$ and $M'_i = c(M_i)$ respectively with openings $O'_i, P'_i$ (where $c$ from [CHK+06] is a function that concatenates a vector of messages into a single message).
  2. Compute FHS set commitments, $C, D$, to each set \{($L'_i$)\}$_{i \in [n]}$ and \{($M'_i$)\}$_{i \in [n]}$.
  3. Compute \[C, O_C = \text{Commit}((L'_i)_{i \in [n]}), (D, O_D) = \text{Commit}((M'_i)_{i \in [n]}).\] Duplicates should be removed in this set to ensure that we can prove that $C$ is committed to a subset of the values that $D$ is committed to.
  4. Prove that each $A'_i$ is a commitment to a subset of the set committed to by $C$. This can be done using the **ProveSubset**$_{FHS}$ function described in Appendix A.3, yielding proofs \{($\pi_{A_i \subseteq C}$)\}$_{i \in [n]}$. Specifically, for a commitment, $A'_i$, this proof involves constructing a witness for the **OpenSubset** function, $\pi_{W,i} = (\prod_{m \in \{M'_j\} \setminus \{M'_i\}} B^{(\alpha - m)} \cdot O_i / O_j$ using the public parameters for the FHS set commitment scheme, \{($P_D$)\}$_{i \in [n]}$. Computing $\pi_{W,i}$ in this way ensures $\pi_{W,i}$ is a valid witness for proving that $A_i$ is committed to a subset of the set committed to by $C$, i.e. that $e(A'_i, \pi_{W,i}) = e(C, P)$. The prover then proves knowledge of opening of $C$. Then, the prover randomizes this witness with a $\mu \leftarrow \mathcal{Z}_p$, yielding $\pi_W$ such that $e(A'_i, (\pi'_W)^\mu) = e(C, P)$. Then, the prover produces a proof that $\mu$ is known, $\pi_{\mu,j}$ and outputs $\pi_{A_i \subseteq C} = (\pi_{\mu,i}, \pi_{W,i})$.
  5. Prove that $C$ is committed to a subset of the messages committed to by $D$ using **ProveSubset**$_{FHS}$ (described in Appendix A.3), yielding a proof: $\pi_{C \subseteq D}$, which can be included in the proof.
  6. Output all commitments along with their proofs as the subset proof: $\pi = (C, D, \pi_{(B_i) \subseteq D}, \pi'_i (A'_i, B'_i, \pi_{A_i \subseteq C})_{i \in [n]}, \pi_{C \subseteq D})$.

• **VerifSubset**($pp$, \{($A_i, B_i$)\}$_{i \in [n]}$, $\pi$) → (1 or 0): Verify the zero knowledge proofs in $\pi$ to ensure that the messages committed to by the $A_i$ values are a subset of the messages committed to by $B_i$.

Figure 8: Our zk-SPoC construction
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A Additional Preliminaries

A.1 DL Representations Proof in Prime Order Groups

Using known techniques [CS97, KLN23], a \( \Sigma \)-protocol can be constructed that proves the following relation in Def. 14 in prime order cyclic groups where the DDH and CDH problems are hard. We describe a \( \sigma \)-protocol that satisfies Def. 15.

**Definition 14** (Relation for proof of equality of discrete logarithm representations in cyclic groups of prime order). Let \( R_{eqrep-p} \) be the following relation: \( R_{eqrep-p}(w, x) \) accepts if \( x = (G, \{x_i, \{g_{i,1}, \ldots, g_{i,m}\}\}_{i=1}^n) \) where \( G \) is the description of a group of order \( p \), and all the \( x_i \)'s and \( g_{i,j} \)'s are elements of \( G \), and witness \( w = \{w_j\}_{j=1}^m \) such that \( x_i = \prod_{j=1}^m g_{i,j}^{w_j} \).

**Definition 15** (\( \sigma \)-protocol for equality of DL representations). \( P \rightarrow V \) On input the \((w, x) \in R_{eqrep-p} \), the Prover chooses \( e_j \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p \) for \( 1 \leq j \leq m \) and computes \( d_j = \prod_{i=1}^m g_{i,j}^{e_j} \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq k \). Finally, the Prover sends to the Verifier the values \( com = (d_1, \ldots, d_n) \).

\( P \leftarrow V \) On input \( x \) and \( com \), the Verifier responds with a challenge \( chal = c \) for \( c \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p \).

\( P \rightarrow V \) The Prover receives \( chal = c \) and computes \( s_i = e_i + cw_i \) mod \( p \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq m \), and sends \( res = (s_1, \ldots, s_m) \) to the Verifier.

**Verification** The Verifier accepts if for all \( 1 \leq i \leq n \), \( d_i x_i^e = \prod_{j=1}^m g_{i,j}^{e_j} \); rejects otherwise.

**Simulation** On input \( x \) and \( chal = c \), the simulator chooses \( s_i \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p \) for \( 1 \leq j \leq m \), and sets \( d_i = (\prod_{j=1}^m g_{i,j}^{s_j})/x_i^e \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq k \). He then sets \( com = (d_1, \ldots, d_n) \) and \( res = (s_1, \ldots, s_m) \).

**Extraction** On input two accepting transcripts for the same \( com = (d_1, \ldots, d_n) \), namely \( chal = c \), \( res = (s_1, \ldots, s_m) \), and \( chal' = c' \), \( res' = (s_1', \ldots, s_m') \), output \( w_j = (s_j - s_j')/(c - c') \) mod \( p \) for \( 1 \leq j \leq m \).

We can see from the construction in Def. 15, that each NIZK will contain a group element for each element in the statement, as well as an element of \( \mathbb{Z}_p \) for each witness.

A.2 Mercurial signatures

We formally define the inputs and outputs for a mercurial signature scheme [CL19] in Def. 16. We then formally define unforgeability in Def. 17 and define privacy definitions in Defs. 18, 19, 20, and 21. Mercurial signature schemes are defined over a set of equivalence relations which we described in Section 2.5. The randomizers for keys as well as the randomizers for messages (\( \rho \) and \( \mu \) respectively in Def. 16) are drawn from \( \mathbb{Z}_p \) in the construction in [CL19].

**Definition 16** (A mercurial signature scheme).

- \( \text{Setup}(\lambda) \rightarrow PP_{\text{MS}} \): Outputs public parameters for the scheme.
- \( \text{KeyGen}(PP_{\text{MS}}, \ell) \rightarrow (pk, sk) \): Outputs a pair of keys for signing and verification.
- \( \text{Sign}(sk, M) \rightarrow \sigma \): Signs the message \( M \).
- \( \text{Verify}(pk, M, \sigma) \rightarrow 0/1 \): Verifies the signature on the message, \( M \).
- \( \text{ConvertSK}(sk, \rho) \rightarrow sk' \): Transforms the secret key to work with a similarly randomized public key, i.e., if \( \text{Sign} (\text{ConvertSK}(sk, \rho), M) = \sigma \), then \( \text{Verify}(\text{ConvertPK}(pk, \rho), M, \sigma) = 1 \).
- \( \text{ConvertPK}(pk, \rho) \rightarrow pk' \): Transforms the public key to work with a similarly randomized secret key, or a similarly randomized signature.
- \( \text{ConvertSig}(pk, M, \sigma, \rho) \rightarrow \sigma' \): Transforms a signature to work with a randomized public key, i.e., if \( \text{Verify}(pk, M, \sigma) = 1 \), then \( \text{Verify}(\text{ConvertPK}(pk, \rho), M, \text{ConvertSig}(pk, M, \sigma, \rho)) = 1 \).
- \( \text{ChangeRep}(pk, M, \sigma, \mu) \rightarrow (M', \sigma') \): Transforms a message and signature into an equivalent message and a randomized signature, i.e., if \( \text{Verify}(pk, M, \sigma) = 1 \) and \( (M', \sigma') \leftarrow \text{ChangeRep}(pk, M, \sigma, \mu) \), then \( \text{Verify}(pk, M', \sigma') = 1 \wedge [M']_{\sigma'} = [M]_{\sigma} \).
Definition 17 (Mercurial Signatures Unforgeability). A mercurial signature scheme (Setup, KeyGen, Sign, Verify, ConvertSK, ConvertPK, ConvertSig, ChangeRep) for parameterized equivalence relations $R_M, R_{pk},$ and $R_{sk}$ is unforgeable if for all polynomial-length parameters ($\lambda$) and all probabilistic, polynomial-time (PPT) algorithms $A$ having access to a signing oracle $\text{Sign},$ then if $pp \leftarrow \text{Setup}(\lambda), (pk, sk) \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(pp, \ell(\lambda)),$ and $(pk^*, M^*, \sigma^*) \leftarrow A^\text{Sign}(sk, \ldots)(pp, pk),$ the following probability holds:

$$\Pr \left[ \forall M \in Q, [M^*]_{R_M} \neq [M]_{R_M} \land [pk^*]_{R_{pk}} = [pk]_{R_{pk}} \right] \leq \text{negl}(\lambda)$$

where $Q$ is the set of all queries to the signing oracle that $A$ made.

Definition 18 (Origin-Hiding for ConvertSig [CL19]). A mercurial signature scheme is origin-hiding for $\text{ConvertSig}$ if, given any tuple $(pk, \sigma, M)$ that verifies, and given a random key randomizer $\mu,$ $\text{ConvertSig}(\sigma, pk, \mu)$ outputs a new signature $\sigma'$ such that $\sigma'$ is a uniform random signature in the set of all verifying signatures for $M,$ i.e., $\sigma' \in \{\sigma^* | \text{Verify}(\text{ConvertPK}(pk, \rho), M, \sigma^*) = 1\}.$

Definition 19 (Origin-Hiding for ChangeRep [CL19]). A mercurial signature scheme is origin-hiding for $\text{ChangeRep}$ if, given any tuple $(pk, \sigma, M)$ that verifies, and given a random message randomizer $\mu, \text{ChangeRep}(pk, M, \sigma, \mu)$ outputs a new message and signature $M', \sigma'$ such that $(M', \sigma')$ is a uniform random message/signature pair in $(M', \sigma') \in \{(M^*, \sigma^*) | \text{Verify}(pk, M^*, \sigma^*) = 1 \land [M^*]_{R_M} = [M]_{R_M}\}.$

Definition 20 (Message Class-Hiding [CL19]). A mercurial signature scheme has message class-hiding if the advantage of any PPT adversary $A$ defined by $\text{Adv}_A^{MCH}(\lambda) := 2 \cdot \Pr \left[ \text{Exp}_A^{MCH}(\lambda) \Rightarrow \text{true} \right] - 1 = \epsilon(\lambda),$ where $\text{Exp}_A^{MCH}(\lambda)$ is shown in Fig. 9a.

Definition 21 (Public Key Class-Hiding [CL19]). A mercurial signature scheme has public key class-hiding if the advantage of any PPT adversary $A$ defined by $\text{Adv}_A^{PKCH}(\lambda) := 2 \cdot \Pr \left[ \text{Exp}_A^{PKCH}(\lambda) \Rightarrow \text{true} \right] - 1 = \epsilon(\lambda),$ where $\text{Exp}_A^{PKCH}(\lambda)$ is shown in Fig. 9b.

A.2.1 Proof of VRF over a mercurial key

For mercurial keys in the construction from [CL19] where the length of the vector is $\ell = 2,$ a single discrete log describes all representations of an equivalence class. To understand why this is, we quickly have to review the construction in [CL19]. In this construction, mercurial secret keys are $sk = \{x_1, x_2\} \in (\mathbb{Z}_p)^2$ and the corresponding public keys are $pk = \{X_1, X_2\} = \{P^{x_1}, P^{x_2}\} \in G_2$ where $G_2$ is the second source group of a bilinear
We use the insight from [MSBM23] to simplify the construction, which allows us to ignore the case when the trapdoor is committed to. In practice, no user will have knowledge of this trapdoor and since it is drawn uniformly at random from an exponentially sized set, no user can compute any sets that contain this.

**Definition 22** (Correctness).
A FHS set-commitment scheme is correct if for all $S, T$ where $T \subseteq S$, if $(C, O) \leftarrow \text{Commit}(pp, S)$ and $(W) \leftarrow \text{OpenSubset}(pp, C, S, O, T)$, then $\text{Open}(pp, C, S, O) = 1$ and $\text{VerifySubset}(pp, C, T, W) = 1$.

**Definition 23** (Hiding).
A FHS set-commitment scheme is hiding if for all security parameters, $\lambda \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0}$, and any polynomial adversary, $A$, if $(S_0, S_1, st) \leftarrow \text{Adv}(pp)$, $b \leftarrow \{0, 1\}$, $(C, O) \leftarrow \text{Commit}(pp, S_b)$, and $(b') \leftarrow \text{Adv}_{\text{OpenSubset}}(pp, C, S_b, \ast, \ast, \ast, \ast)(pp, C, st)$ the probability that $b = b'$ is $\leq \frac{1}{2} + \text{negl}(\lambda)$.

**Definition 24** (Binding).
A FHS set-commitment scheme is binding if for all security parameters, $\lambda \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0}$, and any polynomial adversary, $A$, if $(C, S, O, S', O') \leftarrow \text{Adv}(pp)$, $\text{Open}(pp, C, S, O) = 1$, $\text{Open}(pp, C, S', O') = 1$, then the probability that $S \neq S'$ is $\leq \text{negl}(\lambda)$.

**Definition 25** (Subset soundness).
A FHS set-commitment scheme has subset soundness if for all security parameters, $\lambda \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0}$, and any polynomial adversary, $A$, if $(C, S, O, T, W) \leftarrow \text{Adv}(pp)$, $\text{Open}(pp, C, S, O) = 1$, and $\text{VerifySubset}(pp, C, T, W) = 1$, then the probability that $T \not\subseteq S$ is $\leq \text{negl}(\lambda)$.

Figure 10: Properties of FHS commitments [FHS19]

- **Setup**$(1^\lambda, 1^\ast) \rightarrow pp$: Sample a bilinear pairing group, $(e, G_1, G_2, P, \hat{P})$ of prime order, $p$. Pick a trapdoor, $\alpha \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p$ and output: $pp = (P, \hat{P}, \{P^\alpha, \hat{P}^\alpha\}_{i \in [s]})$. The message space for this commitments scheme is sets of size $s$ with elements in $\mathbb{Z}_p$.
- **Commit**$(pp, S; O) \rightarrow (C, O)$: If $O$ is omitted, sample an opening, $O \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p$. Compute $C = (\prod_{j \in [s]} P^{m_j} P_{m_j})^O$ where $S = \{m_j\}_{i \in [s]}$. Output $(C, O)$.
- **Open**$(pp, C, S, O) \rightarrow \{0, 1\}$: Recompute: $C' = \text{Commit}(pp, C, S; O)$ and check that $C' = C$.
- **OpenSubset**$(pp, C, T, O) \rightarrow W$: Compute $W = (\prod_{m \in S \setminus T} P_{m}^\alpha P_{m}^{\alpha})^O$.
- **VerifySubset**$(pp, C, T, W) \rightarrow \{0, 1\}$: Compute $C'' = \prod_{m \in T} P_{m}^\alpha P_{m}^{\alpha}$. Ensure that $e(W, C'') = e(C, \hat{P})$.

Figure 11: FHS set commitment scheme [FHS19]

pairing. Thus, the discrete log between the two elements of the public key is $\log_{X_1}(X_2)$. A public key from [CL19] is randomized by computing $pk' = \{X_1^\rho, X_2^\rho\}$ for $\rho \in \mathbb{Z}_p$. We can see that no matter what the choice of $\rho$ is, this discrete log remains constant. Using this discrete log we can ensure that the same VRF key is used across all representations of a mercurial public key. This can be done using the ecrep protocol from Appendix A.1. A proof similar to [CHK+06] can be used to prove the correct output of a VRF. Like in [CHK+06], the Dodis-Yampolskiy VRF [DY05] is efficient for bilinear pairings and can be used for our constructions in Section 4.1. Similarly, we can use the protocol in Section A.1 to open CoECS and compute VRFs on their attributes in zero knowledge.

### A.3 FHS signatures

The FHS set-commitment scheme has the properties, hiding, binding, and subset soundness described in Fig. 10 along with correctness.

We review the construction of the FHS set commitment scheme from [FHS19] in Figure 11. We use the insight from [MSBM23] to simplify the construction, which allows us to ignore the case when the trapdoor is committed to. In practice, no user will have knowledge of this trapdoor and since it is drawn uniformly at random from an exponentially sized set, no user can compute any sets that contain this.
While constructing our proof in Section 4.3.2, we need to be able to construct FHS.

To summarize, our uploads size is

\[ 15|G| + 48n|G| + 4|Z_p| + 30n|Z_p| + 4n|\text{range proof}| \]

where \( n \) is the number of interactions in the upload. If we consider 256 bits for group elements [BD19], 128 bits for elements of \( Z_p \) and 700 bytes for range proofs as described in [CBC+24, BBB+18], our uploads total: 592 + 4880\( n \) bytes. These values may change.
depending on the implementation, but should be close enough for an estimate. With these parameters, our chirps total ten group elements and one element of \( Z_p \), totaling 336 bytes. After a batch has been verified, which only needs to be done a single time by any trusted party as the database is public, then checking the database only requires recognizing a public key in the database, which only requires one multiplication for each entry in the database. Verifying chirps requires two mercurial signature verifications, of which the bulk of the computation is the pairing operation of which there are three instances per signature (one for each element in key/message vectors and one to verify \( Y \) and \( \hat{Y} \)). Thus, this requires six pairing operations in total. Verifying chirps can be delayed until an upload is required. Computing a chirp requires only elliptic curve multiplication and exponentiation which is much more efficient than pairing operations. We describe the computation of these totals below:

Chirps (described in Figure 5) consist of a public key, \( pk_U \), which takes up two group elements. The chirp also contains two mercurial signatures, \( cert' \) and \( \sigma_c \), requiring three group elements each, totaling six group elements. The chirp also contains a CoEC commitment, \( C \), requiring two more group elements, and a random roken, \( r \), requiring one element of \( Z_p \). The opening can be defined canonically (e.g. as \( O = 1 \)) to omit it from the chirp. Thus, chirps contain 10 group elements and one element of \( Z_p \). While storing chirps, the listener will store two more elements of \( Z_p \) (to remember the time and location). The epoch can be rederived from the stored time. For a batch in an upload, described in Figure 6, the uploader will create \( pk'_{\hat{U}} \), which consists of two group elements. They will also compute \( cert' \) which is three group elements, \( Y \) which is a single group element, and \( S^* \) which will cost \( 7n \) group elements. These \( 7n \) group elements are: two group elements for each \( C_i^* \), two group elements for each \( pk'_{\hat{U}}_i \), and three group elements for each \( \sigma_{c,i}^* \). The \( \pi_Y \) value includes a proof over which pertains to three group elements, \( Y \) and \( pk'_U \) (\( pk'_{\hat{U}} \) takes up two group elements). There are two secrets in this proof, \( sk'_{\hat{U}} \). This proof is also computed on the current epoch, \( d \), but this is public so it is not included in the proof and is not a witness. Thus, a discrete log representation proof as described in [CS97] (as well as in Appendix A.1) will require three group elements and two elements of \( Z_p \). The batch also contains the proof, \( \pi_{\text{clone}} \) (described in Figure 7), which contains two Schnorr-style keys, \( K \) and \( K' \), each consisting of one group element, as well as \( n \) commitments, \( \{C_i^*, B_i^* \}_{i \in [n]} \), which can be represented with \( 4n \) group elements. The values \( \{Y_{r,i}, Y_{i,j}\}_{i \in [n]} \) can be represented as \( 2n \) group elements. The proof, \( \pi_{\text{clone}} \), contains \( n + 1 \) witnesses, as well as \( 2n \) elements (for each of the commitments). The proofs, \( \pi_{r,i} \), each pertain to five group elements (which make up \( Y_{r,i}, pk'_U_i, \) and \( C_i \)) as well as four elements of \( Z_p \) for witnesses, which include the token \( r \), the secret key and randomization of \( pk'_U \) and the opening of \( C_i \). Each \( \pi_{r,i} \) has the same number of elements, five group elements and four elements of \( Z_p \) for the same reasons. All of these proofs can share the same challenge, which can be computed as a hash of the statement. The proof \( \pi_{t,i} \) requires two group elements for each CoEC commitment, \( C_i \) and two group elements for each time/location commitment, \( C'_i \). For \( \pi_{t,i} \) we also need six elements of \( Z_p \) for the witnesses, one for each CoEC attribute one for each of the randomization of both \( C_i \) and \( C'_i \). For the proof, \( \pi_{\text{clone}} \), described in Figure 8, we require one group element for each of \( C, D, A'_i, B'_i \), totaling \( 2 + 2n \) group elements. Further, we require \( n + 1 \) group elements and \( 2n + 1 \) \( Z_p \) elements for the proof, \( \pi_{\{B_i\}_{i \in D}} \), totaling \( 3 + 3n \) group elements and \( 2n + 1 \) \( Z_p \) elements. For \( \pi' \), we require \( 12n \) elements of \( Z_p \) for the witnesses, and \( 4n \) group elements for the commitments. We then need \( 4n \) range proofs, for each of the concatenations of attributes.
C Proofs

C.1 ProvenParrot proofs

C.1.1 Proof of Clone integrity (Theorem 1)

Let $E$ be the following set of extractors. We define extra extractors that are not required for the definition, $E_B, E_{pk_p}$, and $E_c$, but we’ll see that these are useful to simplify the proof.

**Definition 26** (Extractors for security proofs).

- $E_{pk}(pp, pk)$: Use the trapdoor to compute $sk$ such that $P^sk = pk$ (for $\ell = 2$, this is $pk = (P^{sk_0}, P^{sk_1})$). Normalize this so that $sk_0 = 1$ (multiply $sk_1$ by $(sk_0)^{-1}$ to derive $sk_1$). Output $sk$.
- $E_c(pp, c)$: Use $E_{pk}$ for the given $pk_{U}$ in $c$.
- $E_{pk_p}(pp, c)$: Use $E_{pk}$ for the given $pk_{rp}$.
- $E_B(pp, B)$: Take $pk_{U}$ from the batch and use $E_{pk}$ to extract a secret key, $sk_{U}$. Also extract the attributes, $t, l$, from the NIZKs for each chirp. Extract $sk$ from the public key in each chirp. Output a set of each interaction with $sk_{U}$ as the receiver.
- $E_{DB}(pp, DB)$: Iterate through each $B \in DB$ and compute $E_B(B)$ and union the result i.e. output: $\bigcup_{B \in DB} E_B(B)$.

The adversary in Game 1 can win if after the game, any of the 3 conditions (Equations 1, 2, and 3) in the integrity definition are false. In each of these three proofs, we create a reduction $B$ that plays either the commitment binding game, the NIZK simulation-extractability game, or the mercurial signature unforgeability game. $B$ acts as the challenger, setting up the clone integrity game (Game 1) and providing honest or simulated responses to the oracle queries of $A$ until they exit. The reduction, $B$, will transform the adversary’s inputs to the oracles and the adversary’s state in a number of ways dependent on how the integrity game fails. We’ll start by showing that Equation 3 holds as the proof of Equation 2 relies on this.

**Proving Equation 3 - Clone protection** To prove that this equation holds, we’ll break the equation into two equations which each ensure a separate guarantee. The first equation (Eq. 5) ensures that clone protection holds within a batch.

$$\forall B \in DB, \forall (t, l, t', l') \in (E_B(pp, B)^2 \text{ s.t. } t = t' \land l \neq l')$$

**The second equation** (Eq. 6) ensures that no two batches share a listener across their extracted exposure tuples.

$$\forall B \in DB, \forall B' \in DB \setminus \{B\} \text{ s.t. } \exists (*, sk_{U}, *, *) \in B \land \exists (*, sk_{U}, *, *) \in B'$$

We can see that, because $EI = E_{DB}(DB)$, if the Equations 5 and 6 hold, then Equation 3 holds. This is because for pair of tuples to exist in $EI$ that violate Equation 3, they need to have the same listener, thus, by Equation 6, they are in the same batch and by Equation 5, then they must have distinct time values or the same locations.

First we’ll prove Equation 6. Informally, we use the fact that the uploader must compute $PRF_{sk_{U}}(d_{now})$ (where $d_{now} = Epoch(t_{now})$), and prove that this is related to $pk_{U}$, resulting in $Y, \pi_Y$. $Y$ is checked for uniqueness among batches in $DB$, during VerifyBatch. Because $DB$ is emptied when $Epoch(d_{now})$ changes, we know that each of these $Y$ across batches are computed on the same $d$. Because $PRF_{sk_{U}}(\cdot)$ normalizes the secret key before evaluation of the PRF, then, even if the user randomizes their keys, this function will still be evaluated on the same values, $sk_{U}$ and $d_{now}$. Thus, if two batches are uploaded with equivalent public keys, then the $Y^{pk}$ values in the batches will be the same. This will be detected and rejected during VerifyBatch, thus ensuring Equation 6 can’t be violated.

More formally, because we can extract a canonical secret key from $Y, \pi_Y$ (in the random oracle model using the NIZK associated with $Y$) and because VRFs are deterministic, if
all the Y values are distinct, then we know that we can we must be able to extract distinct sk_{\hat{i}}^Y, d from each Y, \pi_Y pair in the database. Because d is public and each is fixed for each proof in the database, \pi_Y, then each sk must be distinct. This formal proof is inspired by the soundness proof in [CHK+06].

Our extractor, E_B, uses this canonical sk_{\hat{i}}^Y extracted from \pi_Y to output the listener value for each extracted tuple from the batch (in Def. 26). Thus, if none of these sk_{\hat{i}}^Y values are shared across any batch, then none of the listener keys in the tuples of this batch are shared with any other batch. Thus, Equation 6 cannot be violated.

We see that verifying \pi_{\text{clone}} directly proves that Eq. 5 holds. For a more detailed analysis, see the proof of simulation extractability for the no-cloning relation in Appendix C.3. Because the \pi_{\text{clone}} relation also opens the commitments, if the adversary computes a Y_{t,i} for a M_{i,\idx} which the honest chirper did not sign, a reduction can use this extracted opening from \pi_{t,i} along with the honest adversary’s opening to double open the commitment, thus breaking Definition 11 or a reduction can break the forgeability of mercurial signatures.

**Proving Equation 1 - Correct exposure count**  This equation ensures that the count of exposures by each user matches the extracted interactions from the database, fulfilling the equality in Equation 1.

We first need to prove that there’s no duplicated tuples extracted in the batch that indicate that a chirp from the same honest user at the same time and location was sent. Because CountExposures would double count this, while extracting a duplicate into a set would only count it once, we need to ensure this duplication doesn’t happen (a set contains no duplicate tuples). Thus, we need to prove that a batch does not contain duplicates of any interaction where the sender is honest. Let’s reduce an adversary that violates the integrity in this way to an adversary that can open a commitment to two openings or a mercurial signature forgery. An honest user will never chirp twice on one t and so they will never sign two commitments that share a t and have difference nonces (r). An uploader must compute a VRF on the nonce committed to by the chirp, PRF_{sk_{\hat{j}}} (r). We can see that simply rerandomizing another chirp honestly will not yield a new PRF output as it is still committed to the same nonce and private key class. Thus, if the adversary is able to produce a distinct Y_{t,i} in \pi_{\text{clone}} for this rerandomized proof, they must have been able to open the commitment up to another r_i’, forged a signature on a new commitment, or violated the soundness of the NIZK.

More formally, let’s say this adversary produced two commitments C, C’ such that we extract the same tuple from them using the extractor E_B. If [C]_t = [C’]_t, because the adversary creates a proof of knowledge of each attribute that the commitment is committed to as well as the opening information, a reduction can extract this information from both openings and output this as a double opening in the game for Definition 11 as \( r_i \neq r_i’ \). If these two commitments are not in the same equivalence class, and we have \( t = t’, r \neq r’ \), pk_{\hat{i}} = pk_{\hat{i}}’ , then we have another two cases: (1) this is a forgery in the game in Definition 17, since honest users never sign two distinct nonces for a single t in the PACIFIC game; or (2) one of these is a double opening from another commitment the user made (to change the time value that the commitment is committed to). Even if the adversary did not include this second commitment in the upload, we can look back on chirps that honest users made to find the opening information and attributes.

Now that we’ve proven that duplicates in the extraction are prevented by our assumptions on underlying schemes, we can see that Equation 1 holds from inspection of the extractor, E_B, the CountExposures function, and Recognize. CountExposures uses Recognize to count exactly the number of chirper public keys in the batch where the discrete log is equivalent to the normalized user’s secret key, HU_{sk}(i). This is exactly what we’re counting in the extracted tuples, the normalized secret key from the chirper.
**Proving Equation 2 - Batch reflects possible interactions**  This equation ensures that the extracted interactions are a subset of a set of possible interactions. During extraction, if we have $B$ such that $\mathcal{E}_B(\text{pp}, B) \not\subset \text{PI}$, there must exist a tuple $(sk, sk', t, l) \in \mathcal{E}_B(\text{pp}, B)$ such that $(sk, sk', t, l)$ is not in $\text{PI}$ (remember the format of tuples: (chirper, listener, time, location)).

We will now prove that if Eq. 2 does not hold, a reduction can transformation the adversary’s input to constitute a violation of either the commitment binding game or the mercurial signature unforgeability game.

We’ll break down this violation of Eq. 2 into 4 different restrictions on the tuple $(sk, sk', t, l)$ to make the proof easier to follow. These restrictions only concern qualities of the chirper and listener and together constitute all possible combinations, thus exhausting possible pairs of uploader and listener. The first three restrictions are straightforward, but the last restriction categorizes a false exposure and thus is the most important and difficult to prove. Let $U$ be the set of all registered users: $U = \text{CU}_{sk} \cup \text{HU}_{sk}$ where $\text{CU}_{sk}$ are the secret keys of all corrupted users (extracted with $\mathcal{E}_{\text{pp}}$) and $\text{HU}_{sk}$ is the set of all honest user secret keys.

1. **Restriction 1**  If $sk' \not\in U$, then the certificate, $\text{cert}'$, for this batch holds a forgery, since the secret keys are extracted from the public key $pk'$ for this batch and $\text{cert}'$ is a signature on this key. The secret key for the uploader, $sk'$, is extracted from $pk'\hat{U}$. Also, because the batch also includes randomized versions of each chirp’s certificate, if $sk \not\in U$, then there exists a certificate with a forgery in the batch.

2. **Restriction 2**  Let us look at the case where $sk, sk' \in (\text{HU}_{sk})^2$. We know from equation 6 that no two batches share an uploader. Because honest users upload their batches before the adversary learns them, the adversary cannot upload a second batch by replaying that user’s public key and signature. This is because the $Y$ would be the same for the second upload, and so the database would reject it in the $\text{VerifyBatch}$ function. Thus this interaction must have come from an honest user’s batch and is in $\text{PI}$ due to the correctness of the scheme.

3. **Restriction 3**  This instance is the adversary notifying themselves, which intuitively is not something we care about for integriy. In this case, we know this is in $\text{PI}$ because we include in $\text{PI}$ all possible interactions between malicious users.

4. **Restriction 4**  Our last, but most important case: $sk \in \text{HU}_{sk}$ and $sk' \in \text{CU}_{sk}$, indicates a fake exposure. Because, for every chirp that an honest user made, we add a tuple to $\text{PI}$ for each $sk' \in \text{CU}_{sk}$, this means that no honest user signed a commitment with $t, l$. Thus, the adversary must have either double opened a commitment to a distinct $t', l'$ or forged a signature. Our reduction, is assured that the adversary knows the opening of this commitment because the uploader proves knowledge of these attribute witnesses in the batch. Also, during chirping, honest users provide openings for the commitments in their chirps. Similarly to our proof Equation 1, we’ll break this into the case where this violation shares an equivalence class with another commitment and the case where it doesn’t. If this violating commitment shares an equivalence class with a commitment in another chirp, the adversary violated the commitment scheme to open the commitment in a second way. Thus a reduction, can extract the opening information from the adversary and submit this as a double opening along with the honest user’s original opening information in their
chirp. If this commitment doesn’t share an equivalence class with any other commitment signed by the user, then it is a forgery in the mercurial signature scheme under the user’s public key. This proves that Equation 2 cannot be violated given the security definitions of our commitment scheme along with the unforgeability of mercurial signatures.

Note that to find these forgeries in the game, we can choose a commitment in the game randomly to be signed by the mercurial signature unforgeability challenger. Because the adversary can only call a polynomial number of functions, and because our construction samples honest users’ keys in the same way that the mercurial signature unforgeability challenger does, we have a non-negligible chance of having this forgery reduce to the mercurial signature unforgeability game. A reduction can similarly use a probabilistic method for double opening if equivalence classes are undecidable.

We have now proven that Equations 1, 2, and 3 cannot be violated by a PPT adversary given our construction and extractors, thus proving Thm. 1.

C.1.2 Proof of chirp privacy

Proof intuition We’re going to reduce this to the mercurial public key class-hiding game from Fig. 9b. In the ideal function, RecvChirp_{\text{sim}}, we’ve used a new random user for each simulated chirp. The mercurial public key class-hiding game This means we need to construct a hybrid argument where we iteratively replace calls of RecvChirp with simulated values using the $pk_i^b$ given to the reduction from the mercurial signature public key class-hiding game in Fig. 9b. We do not need to hide the attributes since this is given as input to ideal function.

Proof of Theorem 2 Assume an adversary can win in Game 2 with non negligible probability. Using this adversary, we’ll create a reduction $B^{MS}$ that wins the mercurial public key class-hiding game.

Let $q$ be the maximum number of times that the adversary queries any oracle. Thus, this $q$ bounds the number of times the adversary queries RecvChirp for any user and the number of honest users the adversary creates. Note that if the adversary is PPT, then $q$ is less than $p(\lambda)$ for some polynomial, $p$. Let $\text{Hybrid}_{i,j}$ be similar to Game 2 but for the first $j$ chirps computed by any of the first $i$ honest users, the keys and certificate $(sk_i, pk_i, \text{cert})$ for the chirp are replaced by new, randomly generated keys $(sk_i, pk_i)$ and a freshly issued certificate on those keys. These hybrids use the original location given to RecvChirp, $l$, and the time stored in the global state, $t_{\text{now}}$. Note that $\text{Hybrid}_{i,q+1}$ and $\text{Hybrid}_{i+1,0}$ are identical.

Let $B^{MS}$ be a reduction that chooses a random $\text{Hybrid}_{i,j}$ to emulate, but acts differently for the $j$-th chirp from user $i$. During the registration for user $i$, the reduction uses $sk_i, pk_i$ given by the class-hiding game. Then, for the $j$-th chirp for that user, the reduction uses $pk_i^b$ for that chirp. We can see that if $q \geq j \geq 0$, this reduction looks like $\text{Hybrid}_{i,j+b}$.

Thus, which hybrid this reduction emulates depends on the bit in the class-hiding scheme and thus distinguishing the hybrids is equivalent to distinguishing the public keys in the class-hiding game.

Because $\text{Hybrid}_{i,0}$ is our real game and $\text{Hybrid}_{q,q}$ is our simulated game, and we’ve shown that distinguishing each step is negligible, we can see that these two games are indistinguishable.

In order to complete this reduction, we need to show that $sk_{rp}$ is accessible by a PPT reduction. This is why we have the adversary include a NIZK that they know the secret key of the registration party. In the random oracle model, this NIZK proves that $sk_{rp}$ is somewhere in the adversary’s state. If this extraction fails, the proof of the registration party’s key must be incorrect and thus the adversary cannot create any honest users in the game as they will all output \perp, aborting the honest user creation.
C.1.3 Proof of upload privacy

**Proof intuition** Similarly to the proof of chirp privacy, we will reduce this to the hiding definitions of mercurial signatures. In contrast to the proof of chirp privacy, we also need to simulate the time and locations of interactions. We will see that distinguishing the simulator (which uses random times and locations instead of the real ones) will reduce to the class-hiding or origin-hiding properties of our CoEC commitment scheme defined in Section 3.2.

**Proof of Theorem 3** Assume an adversary can win in Game 3 with non-negligible probability. We’ll create a reduction $B_{\text{MS}}$ that plays the mercurial public key class-hiding game and a reduction $B_{\text{Com}}$ that plays the commitment hiding game for CoECs (described in Section 2.2), both using this assumed adversary that can win Game 3.

Let $q$ be defined as in the proof for Theorem 2. Let $\text{Hybrid}_{i,j}$ use fresh, random users and certificates for the first $j$ chirps from the first $i$ users just like the hybrids in the proof of Theorem 2. We can use the reductions from the proof of Theorem 2 to ensure that $\text{Hybrid}_{0,0}$ is indistinguishable from $\text{Hybrid}_{q,q}$. Let $\text{Hybrid}_{i,j}$ act like $\text{Hybrid}_{q,q}$ but use the simulator for the first $j$ batches uploaded by user $i$. Observe that, similarly to the proof of Theorem 2, $\text{Hybrid}_{q+1,q+1} = \text{Hybrid}_{0,0}$ and that $\text{Hybrid}_{q+1,q+1}$ is the ideal game.

**Claim 1.** $\text{Hybrid}_{i,j}$ is indistinguishable from $\text{Hybrid}_{i,j+1}$

**Proof of Claim 1** To prove Claim 1, we construct additional hybrids and reductions. We construct one hybrid for each chirp given to Notify and the simulator. We first create hybrids that replace the honest chirps given to Notify, which we’ll label $\text{Hybrid}_{B,HU}$. This hybrid acts like $\text{Hybrid}_{B,HU}$ but, for the first $k$ honest chirps passed to Notify (for the $j$ call to Notify from user $i$), we generate each of these chirps using a freshly registered user: $sk_U, pk_U \leftarrow \text{UserKeyGen}(1^k)$, $cert \leftarrow \text{RegisterUser}(pp, sk_r, pk_U)$ and random attributes $(t, l)$. Next, we’ll create hybrids for chirps from corrupted users, $\text{Hybrid}_{B,CU}$. These hybrids simulate all chirps for honest users like $\text{Hybrid}_{B,HU}$ but instead replace the first $k$ corrupted chirps. The corrupted chirps are simulated in the same ways as the honest chirps, but the secret keys are not regenerated. Instead the simulated chirps are created using the secret keys of the adversaries that sent chirps to this user during this time period.

**Claim 2.** $\text{Hybrid}_{i,j,k}$ is indistinguishable from $\text{Hybrid}_{i,j,k+1}$

**Proof of Claim 2** In this proof, we are proving that (in the $j$-th batch from the $i$-th honest user) replacing the $k$-th chirp from a corrupted user is indistinguishable from when a fresh key and signature is generated and random attributes are used. If we replace the public key and its certificate of this chirp by randomizing them, the origin-hiding of ChangeRep proves that this new public key and signature looks entirely independent from any freshly generated public key and signature in the same equivalence class. The simulator generates a fresh key and certificate in the same equivalence class. Thus, replacing the public key and certificate with freshly generated ones from the batch is indistinguishable.

Next, we can create a reduction that replaces the commitment and reduce this to our hiding game for CoEC in Section 2.2 by creating a reduction $B_{\text{Com}}$ that computed $C, C'$ to output in the game as commitments to $M$ as the original attributes $(t, l, d, r)$ for this chirp and $M'$ as random attributes respectively. Depending on what CoEC returned to our reduction, this reduction would either be replacing the commitment with random

---

1 A reader that just read the integrity definition might be confused as to why there are multiple batches for a single user. This is because the adversary’s decision in the privacy game can be informed by older batches from previous time periods. These batches are not considered in the integrity game.
attributes or not. We see that we can use the simulator for the no-cloning scheme as well as the VRF scheme to ensure these proofs are indistinguishable as well.

**Claim 3.** $\text{Hybrid}^{B,HU}_{i,j,k}$ is indistinguishable from $\text{Hybrid}^{B,HU}_{i,j,k+1}$

**Proof of Claim 3** We’ll first consider a reduction to the public key class-hiding game. For the $k$-th chirp from an honest user in this batch (the $j$-th batch from the $i$-th honest user), the reduction replaces this honest user’s $sk, pk$ with a new, randomly generated one. We’ll call this user the “hybrid user” in this proof. Our reduction then simulates any chirps from the hybrid user passed to the Notify function up to $k - 1$ using freshly sampled keys, commitments and signatures. For chirp $k$ from the hybrid user our reduction uses the public key class-hiding oracle $\text{Sign}(sk^b_i, \cdot)$. For chirps $k + 1$ and beyond from the hybrid user, we use the public key class-hiding oracle $\text{Sign}(sk^b_{i+1}, \cdot)$. We can see that this makes our reduction look like one of these two hybrids $\text{Hybrid}^{B,HU}_{i,j,k+b}$ depending on the bit for the public key class-hiding challenger. We can also replace the attribute sets in the commitment as we did for the proof of Claim 2, reducing to the hiding of the commitment scheme.

**Claim 4.** $\text{Hybrid}^{B,CU}_{i,j,q+1}$ is indistinguishable from $\text{Hybrid}^{B}_{i,j+1}$

**Proof of Claim 4** In this proof, we aren’t simulating any new chirps in the batch, but rather the other elements such as $pk^\prime_U, cert^\prime, Y^pk, \pi^pk,...$. We can immediately use the indistinguishability property of VRFs/PRFs to replace all $Y$ values with random values. This is because $\text{PRF}(\cdot) \times (\cdot)$ is a PRF and each invocation by an honest user depends on secrets not known to the adversaries (the user’s secret key). Since the user is honest, we know that none of these $Y$ values collide (they never listen for the same $t$ at multiple locations and they never upload twice for a given $\text{Epoch}(t)^2$). We can then simulate all proofs $\pi$ using the simulator for the NIZK. This includes running the simulator for the proof of subset. All $C_s^*$ can then be randomly generated as shown by the simulator and any PRFs computed on them can be simulated.

**Claim 5.** $\text{Hybrid}^{B}_{i,q+1}$ is indistinguishable from $\text{Hybrid}^{B}_{i+1,0}$

**Proof of Claim 5** From Claims 4, 3, and 2, we can see that Claim 1 is true. Now from Claim 1, the fact that $\text{Hybrid}^{B}_{0,0} = \text{Hybrid}^{B}_{q+1,q+1}$ (shown in the proof of chirp privacy), $\text{Hybrid}^{B}_{q+1,q+1} = \text{Hybrid}^{B}_{0,0}$, as well as the fact that $\text{Hybrid}^{B}_{i,q+1} = \text{Hybrid}^{B}_{i+1,0}$, we find that $\text{Hybrid}^{B}_{0,0}$ is indistinguishable from $\text{Hybrid}^{B}_{q+1,q+1}$. Noticing that $\text{Hybrid}^{B}_{0,0}$ is the real game and $\text{Hybrid}^{B}_{q+1,q+1}$ is the ideal game as well as using Claim 5 proves Theorem 2.

### C.2 Proofs for CoECs

**Proof of Thm. 4** To prove Thm. 4, we split it into 4 theorems for correctness (Thm. 11), binding (Thm. 12), hiding (Thm. 13), and class-hiding (Thm. 14).

**Theorem 11.** The commitment scheme in Definition 13 is correct as defined in Section 2.2.

**Proof of Thm. 11** The commitment scheme in Definition 13 is correct by inspection.

**Theorem 12.** The commitment scheme in Definition 13 is binding as defined by Definition 11 under the discrete logarithm problem.

---

2To ensure that no $t = \text{Epoch}(t)$, we simply need to make the output of Epoch distinct from its input. Imagining the $t$ values as a Unix timestamp, we can possibly make all outputs of Epoch negative or multiply the output by $2^{64}$ or similar.
Proof of Theorem 12. We assume an adversary can output \((C, C', M, O, M', O')\) where \(M \neq M', [C]_R = [C']_R\) and both \(C, M, O\) and \(C', M', O'\) are valid openings. We assume the adversary outputs this double opening with non-negligible probability. To prove that this adversary cannot exist by contradiction, we will reduce to the discrete logarithm problem.

Let’s first look at the scenario where there’s only one pair of bases, \(A, B_0 (s = 1)\). Because these were valid openings, we know that: \(C = (A^\alpha, B_0^{\alpha m})\) \(C' = (A^{\alpha'}, B_0^{\beta m'})\) where \(O = \alpha\) and \(O' = \beta\). If \([C]_R = [C']_R\), then \(\log_{C_0}(C_1) = \log_{C_0'}(C'_1) = \frac{b_0}{\alpha} m = \frac{b_0}{\alpha} m'\) where \(b_0\) is the discrete log \(d\log_{P}(B_0)\) and \(\alpha\) is the discrete log \(d\log_{P}(A)\). Thus, \(m = m'\) so we have a contradiction. This implies that for one attribute, this scheme is perfectly binding. This changes to a computational hardness when we increase \(s\).

Now we will prove this holds for \(s > 1\). Because \(M \neq M'\), we know \(\exists j\) such that \(m_j \neq m'_j\) where \(M = (m_1, ..., m_{|M|})\) and \(M' = (m'_1, ..., m'_{|M'|})\). Because \([C]_R = [C']_R\), we know that:

\[
\log_{C_0}(C_1) = \log_{C_0'}(C'_1)
\]

\[
\alpha(\sum m_i b_i) / a = \beta(\sum m'_i b_i) / \beta a
\]

\[
\alpha(\sum m_i b_i) * \beta a = \beta(\sum m'_i b_i) * a a
\]

\[
\alpha \beta(\sum m_i b_i) * a = \alpha \beta(\sum m'_i b_i) * a
\]

\[
\sum m_i b_i = \sum m'_i b_i
\]

\[
0 = \left(\sum m'_i b_i\right) - \left(\sum m_i b_i\right)
\]

\[
|m_j - m'_j|b_j = \left(\sum_{i \in [s \setminus \{j\}]} m'_i b_i\right) - \left(\sum_{i \in [s \setminus \{j\}]} m_i b_i\right)
\]

\[
(m_j - m'_j)b_j = \left(\sum_{i \in [s \setminus \{j\}]} m'_i b_i\right) - \left(\sum_{i \in [s \setminus \{j\}]} m_i b_i\right) \quad (7)
\]

Where \(b_i\) is the discrete log \(d\log_{P}(B_i)\) and \(a\) is the discrete log \(d\log_{P}(A)\). Because we know \(m_j - m'_j\) is non-zero, the left side of Equation 7 must also be non-zero. Thus, the right side must be non-zero.

Knowing that an adversary that can break the binding of our commitment scheme produces a set with the property described in Equation 7, we’ll create a reduction that solves the discrete log problem with this. Our reduction to discrete log \(d\log_{P}(P, P') = P^d\) and is tasked with recovering \(d\). The reduction then creates a commitment scheme with a number \(s\) of random bases where the reduction knows all the discrete logs over \(P\), i.e., we know all \(b_i\) such that: \( (b_i = d\log_{P}(B_i)) \). The reduction then replaces one base, \(B_j\), at random where the reductions instead replaces put in our challenge from the discrete logarithm game, \(B_j = P^j\), for a random \(j \in [s]\). The reduction now gives \(pp = \{A, B_i\}_{i \in [s]}\) to the adversary (sampling \(A\) randomly). Observing Equation 7, we can see that we retrieve some \(C, C', M, M', O, O'\) such that the adversary can compute:

\[
(m_k - m'_k)B_0 = \sum_{i \in [s \setminus \{k\}]} (m'_i - m_i)B_i
\]

Where \(k\) is the index of the attribute that the adversary has changed (which must exist due to this being a double opening). The reduction reruns this experiment until it happens to pick \(j = k\). This will happen with non-negligible probability since the \(j\) base is a randomly sampled element just like the other bases: \(\{P^d : d \in \mathbb{Z}_p\} \approx \{Q : Q \in \mathbb{G}\}\). So for the rest of the proof, we’ll assume \(j = k\). Because the reduction knows the discrete logs of all the other bases, the reduction can find \(d'\) such that:

\[
B_j^{m_j - m'_j} = \sum_{i \in [s \setminus \{j\}]} (m'_i - m_i)b_i
\]
We can divide by \((m_j - m_j')\) if these values are distinct, which is true because we know this is where the message sets, \(M\) and \(M'\) differ. Thus, because we set \(B_j = P'\), we can recompute \(d' = \sum_{i \in [s]} b_i (m_i' - m_i)/(m_0 - m_0')\) since we know all the \(b_i\) values aside from \(b_j\). Thus, we find the discrete log: \(d' = d\log_P(P')\).

**Theorem 13.** The commitment scheme in Definition 13 is hiding as defined in Section 2.2 as long as the decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption holds.

**Proof of 13** Our reduction takes in \((X, Y, Z) = (P^a, P^b, P^c)\) from the DDH challenger. The reduction then computes parameters \(pp_1\) for the commitment scheme by first sampling random values, \(d, r_i\) for \(i \in [s]\) and computing \(A = X^d\) and \(B_i = Y^{r_i}\) and setting \(pp_1 = (A, \{B_i\}_{i \in [s]})\). Notice that \(\log_A(B_i) = ar_i/d\). The reduction gives \(pp_1\) to the adversary in the commitment hiding game and this adversary returns two vectors of messages that they want the reduction to commit to: \(M_0, M_1\). The reduction then flips a coin, \(b' \in \{0, 1\}\) and commits to \(M_{b'}\) using a second set of parameters: \(pp_2 = (A', \{B'_i\}_{i \in [s]})\) where \(A' = Y^d\) and \(B'_i = Z^{r_i}\). We label this commitment \(C = (C_0, C_1)\). Notice that if \(c = ab\), then \(\log_A(B'_i) = ar_i/d\), which is the same discrete log as \(pp_1\). Thus, because the equivalence class of commitments is defined by the discrete log between elements, any commitments based on these parameters will look identical to commitments using \(pp_1\). If \(c \neq ab\), then \(\log_A(B'_i) = r_i/(bd)\). Thus, the discrete log will be dependent on \(c\). We can see that the discrete log of \(C_1\) over \(C_0\) will be: \(\log_{C_0}(C_1) = (c/b)(\sum_{i \in [s]} M_{b', i}/r_i)/(\sum_{i \in [s]} d)\) where \(M_{b', i}\) is the \(i\)-th message in the vector, \(M_{b'}\). If \(c \neq ab\), then this discrete log will be a random value that the adversary has never seen before. Because we pick a random representation uniformly, and the equivalence class is defined by the discrete log, then only the discrete log matters when the adversary is distinguishing this commitment. Because the discrete log is a random value when \(c \neq ab\), then the adversary has no advantage. Thus, if the adversary can guess the reduction’s bit, \(b'\), then the reduction guesses that \(c = ab\) and otherwise, guesses that \(c \neq ab\). We can see that if this assumed adversary has non-negligible success at distinguishing in the commitment hiding game, then our reduction has a non-negligible chance of winning the decisional Diffie-Hellman game.

**Theorem 14.** The commitment scheme in Definition 13 is class-hiding as defined by Definition 12 as long as

**Proof of Theorem 14** Our reduction takes in a Diffie-Hellman tuple, \((X, Y, Z) = (P^a, P^b, P^c)\), and decides if \(c = ab\). Similar to the proof of Theorem 13, the reduction constructs two sets of parameters: (1) \(pp_1 = \{A, B_i\}_{i \in [s]}\) where \(A = Y^d\) and \(B_i = Z^{r_i}\); (2) \(pp_2 = \{A', B'_i\}_{i \in [s]}\) where \(A' = Y^d\) and \(B'_i = Z^{r_i}\). The reduction gives \(pp_1\) to the adversary and retrieves \(C, O, M, C', O', M'\). The reduction then generates a new commitment \(C_0\) and \(C_1\) to \(M\) and \(M'\) (respectively) using \(pp_2\) and gives one of these randomly to the adversary. If \(M = M'\), then, because randomizing a commitment perfectly chooses a random commitment in the same equivalence class, \(C\) and \(C'\) are indistinguishable. If \(M \neq M'\), then we can instead reduce using our previous reduction from the proof of Theorem 13. This is done passing the adversary’s \(M, M'\) to that reduction to mercurial message class-hiding and returning the given \(C^{ab}\) to the class-hiding adversary and having the reduction return \(b'\) dependent on whether the adversary guesses correctly just like the proof of Theorem 13. Again, because randomizing a commitment perfectly chooses another representative in the equivalence class, being able to specify the opening \((O, O')\)
does not help the adversary distinguish this reduction since the commitments returns to the adversary will always be entirely independent of $O, O'$.

C.3 Proofs for our no cloning construction in Section 4.3.1

Proof of Theorem 5 Our scheme is correct by inspection.

Proof of Theorem 7 Intuitively, since $\text{VerifSubset}(pp, \{C'_i\}_{i \in [n]}, \{B'_i\}_{i \in [n]}, \pi_{\text{clone}}) = 1$, we know that for each $M_i$ committed to with $C'_i$, there exists a $L_i$ committed to by a $B'_i$. If this is not the case, we can create a reduction that breaks the soundness of the underlying zk-SPoC scheme. Because we verify each $\pi_i$ and check that each $Y_i$ is distinct, this ensures that no two $L_i[\text{idx}]$ are the same. If $\exists i, j : i \neq j \land L_i[\text{idx}] = L_j[\text{idx}]$, then the $Y_i$ would be the same since we've computed and proven each $Y_i$ using the same public VRF key, $pk_{\text{VRF}}$. Otherwise, the adversary has broken the soundness of the NIZK for the VRF scheme or the binding of the commitment. Because the zero knowledge proofs in our no cloning construction are simulation extractable, our no cloning proof is also simulation extractable.

More formally, we see that the adversary proves that the pairs of times and locations committed to by the commitments, $\{C'_i\}_{i \in [n]}$, are a subset of the pairs committed to by $\{B'_i\}_{i \in [n]}$ in $\pi_{\text{clone}}$. Thus, if any of the pairs in $\{C'_i\}_{i \in [n]}$ collide such that $M_i[\text{idx}] = M_j[\text{idx}]$, $M_i[\text{idx}] \neq M_j[\text{idx}]$, then for $\{B'_i\}_{i \in [n]}$ to be a super set of the messages, it must include two pairs where $L_i[\text{idx}] = L_j[\text{idx}]$ (as it must include both pairs, $(M_i[\text{idx}], M_i[\text{idx}])$ and $(M_j[\text{idx}], M_j[\text{idx}])$). We also see that $Y_{t,i} = \text{PRF}_{sk_i}(L_i[\text{idx}])$ in $\pi_{\text{clone}}$ is computed for each $L_i[\text{idx}]$ committed to by $\{B'_i\}_{i \in [n]}$. Thus, because each $Y_{t,i}$ is computed solely on the time value, if these values are computed honestly, we'll see that $Y_{t,i} = Y_{t,j}$ (for $i \neq j$) and the $\text{VerifyNoCloning}$ function will reject this proof. If an adversary were to include a false $Y_{t,i}$ or $Y_{t,j}$, then a reduction would be able to extract a fake proof for at least one of the VRFs, $\pi_{t,i}$ or $\pi_{t,j}$. Because the verifier also verifies that the time and location values committed to by $\{C'_i\}_{i \in [n]}$ are equivalent to the values time and location values in $\{C_i\}_{i \in [n]}$, we know that this relation of no-cloning holds for the inputted commitments, $\{C'_i\}_{i \in [n]}$.

Proof of Theorem 6 The commitments in the proof output in Figure 7 can be randomly sampled elements. The NIZK proofs can be simulated so that a simulator can open these commitments to any value. Thus, we can commit to random attribute vectors and simulate all the proofs. If the adversary can distinguish, we can break either the zero knowledge of the NIZK scheme or the hiding of the commitments. Because each VRF is distinct and independent when replaced with a truly random function, our simulator can sample the VRF keys and generate the VRF outputs on the randomly sampled attribute vectors.

C.4 Proofs for zk-SPoCs

Proof of Theorem 9. Let $S^\text{ProveSubset}$ be a simulator as defined in Def. 27:

**Definition 27** (zk-SPoC simulator - $S^\text{ProveSubset}(\{A_i\}_{i \in [n]}, \{B_i\}_{i \in [n]}))$. Create random commitments, messages, and openings: $C, D, \{A'_i, L'_i, O'_i\}_{i \in [n]}, \{B'_i, M'_i, P'_i\}_{i \in [n]}$ such that the messages and opening satisfy the relationship. Next, simulate the other NIZK proofs output by $\text{ProveSubset}_{\text{FHS}}, \pi(B_i) \equiv D, \pi', \pi_{A,CC}, \pi_{C,CC} \equiv D$.

Because FHS commitments are perfectly hiding, randomly sampling commitments implies that there exists a valid witness that satisfy the relations. Thus, we can use the $\text{eqrep}$ simulator to create simulated proofs while keeping our simulator indistinguishable to any PPT adversary.

Specifically, we can first create hybrids to prove that the real proof function is indistinguishable from when the proofs are simulated. This is done by replacing each proof
one-by-one and reducing to the respective zero knowledge challenger. Thus, we can replace the proofs generated by \texttt{ProveSubset}\textsubscript{FHS} as well as the NIZK, \(\pi\{B_i\}=D\), and the proofs of correct concatenation, \(\pi'\). After the proofs have been replaced, we can replace all the commitments with random group elements. These are indistinguishable from correct commitments as FHS set commitments are perfectly hiding. This last case is exactly our simulator, which is independent of witnesses, and thus, we have zero knowledge.

\textbf{Proof of Theorem 10.} If an adversary can produce a \(\pi\) that satisfies \(R_C\) defined in Section 4.3.2, we can extract a witness that proves the statement (i.e. that \(\{A_i\}_{i\in[n]}\) is a subset of \(\{B_i\}_{i\in[n]}\). We first note that because the concatenation function (described in Section A.3.1) is bijective and maps input the space from which the \(A_i, B_i\) vectors are drawn, and maps to the space from which the \(A'_i, B'_i\) values are drawn, proving the relation for \(A'_i, B'_i\) will ensure the relation is true for \(A_i, B_i\). \(\pi'\) ensures the concatenation relationship between \(A_i, B_i\) and \(A'_i, B'_i\) holds. We can see that using each \(\pi_{A_i \subset C}\) (generated by \texttt{ProveSubset}\textsubscript{FHS}), we can extract witnesses to prove that \(C\) is committed to all the messages in \(\{A_i\}_{i\in[n]}\). We can then see that using \(\pi_{C \subset D}\), we prove that the set that \(C\) is committed to is a subset of the set that \(D\) is committed to. We then use \(\pi\{B_i\}=D\) to extract the witnesses that prove that \(D\) and \(\{B'_i\}_{i\in[n]}\) are committed to the same set, \(\{M'_i\}_{i\in[n]}\). If an adversary were to attempt to use a fake witness in this proof, we can create a reduction that violates the subset soundness of FHS set commitments (in Def. 25). Thus, we’ve proven that \(\{L_i\}_{i\in[n]} \subset \{M'_i\}_{i\in[n]}\) and because of the bijectivity of the concatenation function described earlier, we see that \(\{L_i\}_{i\in[n]} \subset \{M_i\}_{i\in[n]}\) (where these are the messages that \(\{A_i, B_i\}_{i\in[n]}\) are committed to).